Spring student fees increase $46
By Julie Puta
Staff Writer
Student fees will be raised $46
in
per student spring 1982 as a result
of an executive order issued by
California State University and
Colleges system Chancellor Glenn
Dumke.
The increase imposed by Dumke
comes in response to the $20 million
cut in the CSUC budget for 1981-82
ordered by Gov. Edmund G. Brown
Jr.
CSUC will make up $14 million of
the $20 million system-wide budget
slash via its $46 per resident fulltime student surcharge.
Part of the remainder of the cut
will be met by a $5 million shared
reduction among the 19 system
campuses. Each campus is
authorized to decide how it will meet

its share of the ot
Another share of the reduction
will come from a $675,000 cut in
system-wide programs, such as the
CSUC utility conservation program.
the writing skills workshop and the
library development program.
The final $325,000 of the budget

hi, Chancellor made iiis
decison after reviewing recommendations of the 16-member task
force formed by the Chancellor and
approved by the trustees. The task
force reviewed the $932,602,334
CSUC budget and recommended
options to help meet the 2 percent

Least harmful solution to CSUC
financial crisis says chancellor
cut will come out ot continuation of
the hiring and purchasing freeze
ordered by the Chancellor last
month to halt expenditures until
reduction decisions could be made.
Supervision of the freeze will be
given to university presidents and
they will have the authority to make
exceptions.

reduction.
The task force, composed of
CSUC staff, faculty and students,
finished its work Tuesday. SJSU
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, who sat in on the committee,
refused to comment on the nature of
the recommendations presented to
the Chancellor.

Action the trustees rt’CUI11mended to meet the cut included
reducing faculty and staff, limiting
enrollment, increasing student fees
( by not more than $50 per student),
eliminating programs, canceling
activities, deferring purchases,
replacements and repairs and
suspending operations for limited
periods.
Dumke said he tried to find the
"least harmful solution" to the
CSUC’s financial crisis. If the action
to be taken results in cutting beyond
the $20 million ordered slash, he
continued, the money will be funneled into the 1982-83 CSUC budget to
meet the 5 percent cut ordered by
Brown for next year.
The CSUC Board of Trustees will
consider avton to meet the 1982-83
cut at the Nov. 18 board meeting.
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Academic Vice President Hobert Burns is SJSU’s represen
tative on the California State University and Colleges (CSUC)
Chancellor’s task force. The group made recommendations for
meeting the $20 million 1981-82 CSUC budget cut.

Administrators to decide on library opening

Delayed shipments cause missed deadline
By Wade Barber
Staff Writer
SJSU students may face no library
service the first month of the spring
semester according to an option being
considered by university officals.
Delayed equipment shipments have
already caused SJSU to miss meeting it
originally schedulded Jan. 28 opening date
for the Robert Clark Library.
University officals met yesterday to
discuss the pros and cons of various options available for establishing offical
occupancy of the $12.5 million structure,
according to Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns.
The library was originally planned to
be turned over to the university on Oct. 19
by the Dickman Construction Company.
But adjustments to the elevator and solarheating system, combined with construction on the fifth floor, have resulted in
a "beneficial occupancy" status.
This means the library staff has limits

on the occupancy. Personnel cannot start a
complete move of books and materials but
can lx,g!ii installaton of shelving, according to Library Director Maureen
Pastine.
The construction company’s working
one month over deadline has delayed installation of shelving, which must be in
place before the materials move begins.
Compounding the problem, Pastine
said, is a belated shelving shipment
currently over due from the manufacturer
on the East coast.
University officals discussed at least
four alternate plans, with the "warranty"
of the new library being a possible crucial
factor in the determination of when the
new library will open.
Among options considered for the new
library’s opening is to install shelving and
begin moving books and materials in one
month.
The library staff could also wait until
the interior is completed at the end of

January and then move in. This would
close the Clark Library for the month of
February and the old Wahlquist Library
through March.
Such action would postpone the move
until May while establishing partial use of
the new libary in a limited capacity.
According to Pastine, the one-year

determine if it is functionin.; properly.
With a fully operational library this
winter, the university will be in a better
position to correct any possible defects,
such as with the solar-heating system,
Pastine said.
Because of reductions in expenditures,
the library solar-heating system lacks the

Adjustments to elevator and
solar-heating system contributed to
delay in turning the library over
warranty for the library begins "ticking
away" once the university accepts the
building from Dickman gonstruction
Company.
A partial move would initiate the
warranty, Pastine said, but would not
effectively test the library’s system and

back-up system common to most installations.
"If it does not work, there will be
problems for a long time," Pastine said.
"The big concern is to the user," she
said.
According to Pastine, building delays

in a large and complicated structure like
the new Clark Library are not unusual.
"In any library I have ever seen made,
something is usually missing," Pastine
said.
"It happens all the tinie...there are so
many variables dependent upon completion," she said.
Though students may find the two
libraries closed at the beginning of next
semester, the Reserve Book Room will be
open.
"The Reserve Book Room will remain
open regardless of what happens," Pastine
added.
Also, according to Pastine, the offical
dedication for the Robert Clark Library is
still scheduled for 2 p.m. Feb. 9.
The ceremony will be held in the south
plaza adjacent to the main entrance of the
five-story structure.
In the event of rain, the dedication will
be moved to nearby Morris Dailey
Auditorium.

Committee plans to delay December vote

Election date for REC Center in limbo
By Cindy Bundoek
Staff Writer
The Recreation and Events
Center Committee is now looking to
a February date for a special
election regarding student support
of a proposed REC center.
The question on the ballot would
ask students if they approve of a fee
increase to build the center. The
exact amount of the fee increase was
not available, but should be
calculated by the December election

SJSU’s consultant on the center.
With 10,000 seats, the center’s
cost is now estimated at $13 million,
according to Bronzan.
Bronzan based his figures on the
inflationary rate of the cost of
construction as being between 1.25
and 1.5 percent per month. Bronzan
said the rate has been "tapering off
some." He added, however, that
"any delay is costly at the present
time."
Robinson said he did not want
the RFC Center voted on during the

’We want the students to be the
number-one supporters’ -- Smith
The committee, represented by
A.S. President Tony Robinson and
his executive assistant Jeffrey
Smith, decided against asking the
board for approval so they could
improve the wording in the
referendum.
It is difficult to determine
whether the decision to delay the
special election is worth the amount
it will cost.
"Using a roundhouse figure, it
could be $10,000 to $15,000 more per
month," said Robert Woman.

regular election in the spring
because the center is not a political
issue.
It would become an issue of
"Vote for me, I’m against the REC
Center, or vote for me. I’m for the
REC Center," Robinson said.
The committee wants the
referendum placed on a special
ballot so the voters "won’t have
anything else to think about," Smith
said.
Robinson said he did not want
outside groups to help finance the
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AS. President Tony Robinson (right) and his executive assistant Jeff Smith discussed the proposed
recreation center with the A.S. Board of Directors at Wednesday’s council meeting.
project.
"If they put money into it, you’d
better believe they’re going to

control it," he said of city and state
government and private industry.
"We want the students to be the

Spartans may sway skeptics

SJSU duels Pac-1 0 giant
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
Are the Spartans for real or phony? Are
they truly football bullies or have they just
been made to look good by a sissy schedule?
The answers to those questions should be
forthcoming tomorrow in the heat of the
desert night in Tempe, Ariz.
Having already downed Stanford and
California this year, the Spartans will try to
upset another Pac-10 team, Arizona State. As
the ninth-ranked team in the nation and the
NCAA’s leader in total offense, the Sun
Devils, 6-1 on the season, can hardly be
regarded as pansies.
Arizona State has been established as an
off-the-board favorite in a 6:30 p.m. i PST
game which will be broadcast live by KCBS
( 740 AM tand KSJS ( 90.7 FM).
The game also will be telecast on a tapedelay basis by KICU-TV I Channel 36) at 5

p.m. Sunday. The game cannot be aired live
on television because Arizona State is on
NCAA probation for recruiting violations.
As evidenced by SJSU’s absence from the
UPI and AP Top 20 polls, many skeptics have
refused to recognize the Spartans as one of
the nation’s top teams because of a suspect
schedule. They invariably point to the
cumulative record, 11-32-1, of the six teams
the Spartans have beaten.
Although the numbers seem to support
the skeptics’ argument, Arizona State coach
Darryl Rogers is not among the infidels.
"They scare the living daylights out of
me," the exSpartan head coach said. "It is
very evident from looking at the films that
they are an outstanding team.
-They are by far the best offensive team
we have faced so far, and I think their
receivers are the best group in the nation. I
:nil almost in awe of the team.

speaking of awesome, Arizona State’s
offense isn’t too shabby either.
The club is leading the nation in total
offense with an average of 532.4 yards per
game and is racking up an average of 37.6
points per outing. In comparison, SJSU is
leading the PCAA with averages of 422 yards
and 34.1 points per game.
In its last game, a 62-36 mauling of
Stanford two weeks ago, the Sun Devil offense
shattered five NCAA records and seven Pac10 records.
Besides Stanford, who the Spartans
defeated 28-6 in their third game of the
season, Arizona State and SJSU share one
other common opponent - California. SJSU
beat the Bears 27-24 on a field goal in the
waning minutes of the game, while the Sun
Devils ripped California 45-17.
But Rogers said the discrepancies in the
final scores are deceiving.
see ARIZONA STATE page4

number-one supporters," Smith
said. "We want to let them be the
ones to make the final decision."
Board member Bo Buhisan said
it "seems like people are trying to
rush into this whole thing. I can’t
understand how the 17 percent interest rate will affect the cost," he
said.
There were also questions by
board members as to whether SJSU
President Gail Fullerton supported
the center.
"I would say we’re wasting our
time if Gail Fullerton wasn’t sup-

The special consideration might
include getting into the REC Center
at no charge, according to Smith.
A.S. Controller Angela Osborne
said three committees, fiscal,
student and campus impact, should
be set up to work on the center.
"Monday, or very soon, there
will be a time when we have to include more students in on planning
the center," Smith said.
He added it had been "important to get some good groundwork so it won’t crumble apart
before it starts."
AS. Vice President Andy Arias
said more students need to be on the
committee.
"There are twice as many nonstudents as students," he said.
Non-students on the committee
are Penny Terry, director of Student
Programs and Services; Ron
Barrett, director of the Student
Union; Robert Martin, dean of
Student Services and Ted Gehrke,
program board adviser.
"I’m not against the REC
Center, but I’m against students
funding it," Arias said.
"If we tax ourselves, it is saying
we have the money," he said. Arias
said he was concerned the state
would think the students would have
money for tuition costs.
Arias suggested the initiative
process be used instead of the
referendum process. The initiative
process involves collecting
signatures from 25 percent of the
students who voted in last
semester’s election.
He said the committee was
"getting a bit ahead of themselves.
I’m really glad they decided to put it
off.
-They were ready to ask you to
vote and not know what’s in it."

’If we tax ourselves, it is saying
we have the money’ --Arias
porting this," Robinson said. He
added that her hiring a project
consultant represented support.
"His fee would take a sizeable
chunk of our 1 A S. ) budget." he said.
Bronzan’s salary was unavailable.
The Student Union Board of
Governors, which might govern the
proposed center, said students in the
particular group who pay fees would
receive special consideration in
using the center when finished

A survey conducted by the
Sociology Department is not being
distributed to 3,000 students on
campus until next week to ask them
what they would like the center to
include.
The REC Center will again be
discussed at the next A.S. meeting at
3 p.m. Wednesday in the S.U.
Council Chambers. Consultant
Fironzan will be there to answer
questions.
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Library disappoints students
convenienced for possibly the first month of the semester,
during the serious SJSU and c.SUC financial crisis the
university can’t afford to have a faulty building on its
hands without funds to repair it. Also, should state funds
be used to correct SJSU’s mistakes when student fees are
being increased, programs are being eliminated and
faculty are being laid off?
Books and materials necessary for the first month of
classes could be moved to the Reserve Book Room while
most of the move is taking place, lessening the severity of
the delay on students and faculty
The delayed opening is the second setback the new
library has suffered since the project was proposed.
By Julie Pitta
Originally, a 19-story building housing all library
Staff Writer
materials was considered. Enrollment declines at SJSU
and CSUC financial problems made legislative funding for
this kind of project an impossibility.
The size was reduced to five stories, not enough space
to contain all volumes and materials. The old John T.
of university off ’Mats. The building could not be turned Walquist Library is being retained for seldom -used
over to SJSU until those last-minute adjustments were volumes and materials, while the new Clark Library will
house those considered popular. The distinctions between
made.
SJSU administrators had hoped to gain control of the materials are the result of a campus survey.
The revised plan, splitting the materials between the
building by Oct. 19, giving ample time to move shelves,
furnishings, audio-visuals aids and finally volumes and two buildings is confusing as well as inconvenient.
materials from the old building into the new for the Students and faculty doing research will waste time
traveling between a three-block area to find needed
beginning of the spring semester.
Fullerton said the university has two alternatives in materials. Also, precious time will be spent finding in
which building a particular book is located.
coping with the delayed opening of the Clark Library.
After the orignial facility was turned down, the whole
The move of materials could start immediately, but
would overlap into the first weeks of spring semester, project should have been re-evaluated and reconsidered
leaving students and faculty without the use of library before available funding was spent. It seems apparent
that SJSU administrators were determined to use those
materials for that period of time.
Or, the opening of the building could be delayed until funds on a new building whether or not this revised facility
fall 1982. The. university would lose seven months on the meets the needs of the SJSU community and merits 12.5
building’s "warranty," which would cause obvious million in state. funds.
With the financial difficulties facing SJSU and the
financial problems if the warranty expires before almostcertain problems that will arise when this new "exotic" CSUC system, expensive projects such as the Clark
Library need to be carefully considered. With the 2 perbuilding opens can be corrected.
The only practical solution is to open the new building cent cut of the CSUC budget for 1981-82 and the 5 percent
as soon as possible. The university has already taken cut for 1982-83, it is obvious the state will not support the
enough financial risk with this expensive facility and can luxuries of the past. Administrators need to ask if projects
costing millions of dollars are necessary. CSUC can not
not afford another.
Although students and faculty would be in- afford costly mistakes.
Once again SJSU students are being disappointed in
regards to the new Robert Clark Library.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton announced the opening
of the $12.5 million structure will be delayed beyond the
scheduled Jan. 28 opening date.
The reason for the delay was the solar heating system
and the elevators failed to meet the inspection standards
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Robert Clark Library failed to meet university officials’ inspection standards
and will not open in January as planned.

Capital punishment is murder by the state
Pete Pianezzi spent 13 years in
Folsom prison for gunning down two
men in 1937.
He was tried twice, the first trial

By Julie Levy
Staff Writer

ending in a hung jury. The second

jury convicted him. It was split 11-1
in favor of the death penalty.
Last week Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. signed a rare pardon
based on innocence for the 79-yearold man.
It seems a Mafia hit man came
forward in 1979 and exposed the
shootings to be part of an underworld skirmish that had nothing
to do with Pianezzi.
"The Bum Rap Kid," as he was
dubbed in prison, has at last been
exonerated. But, he could have been
murdered by the state.
dead
John Rexinger was positively

identified by the victim of a brutal
rape in 1957 as her attacker. He was
sentenced to die. Before he could be
executed, the true rapist confessed.
Janus Fostes was another
convicted man sentenced to death.
He too was saved by the confession
of the real guilty person.
Charles Bernstein was minutes
from execution when a messenger
rushed in with the news that his
sentence had been commuted to life
in prison. If the messenger had been
caught in traffic, Bernstein would
have died.
Two years later police found

new evidence that proved he was an
innocent man. He was released and
eventually pardoned.
These men were lucky to have
"only" lost part of their lives to
prison instead of losing all to the
executioner.
There are many who have
mistakenly lost their lives to an
imperfect system of justice.
Evidence that seemed to prove so
positively at the time the defendant
was guilty has lead to the execution
of persons later shown to be innocent.
Maine and Rhode Island ac-

the mailbag
’Can’t anybody
fix your toilet’
Editor:
Last Tuesday’s Spartan Daily
was awash with examples of the
bureaucratic mind working overtime. Adminstrator after adminstrator and "deans within
deans" I Jacques Barzun ) disgorged
enough "bull -bleep" (Howard
Jarvis) to keep the leaking ship of
academe afloat for the indefinite
future on the energy generated from
hot air alone.
If enrollment is declining, it
can’t be from a shortage of dreams
and vistas in the minds of our
academic statespersons. Led by a
group of itinerant stargazers called
the Committee on the Future,
assisted by micro-processors and
other "viable alternatives" and
joined by a new generation of
students who are "visually oriented" ;Gail Fullerton), there is no
question that the "future lies before
us." I Warren G. Harding).
On the off chance that more
students of farsighted vision cannot
be enticed to enroll after being
exposed to our public relations
recruitment campaigns, we have an
alternative. Some creative dean,
associate dean, vice president.
associate vice president or director
of institutional studies could
statistical
another
discover
technique for "f inding" more
students among those now attending! Scoffers at the Biblical
miracle of the loaves and the fishes
will surely be restored to faith in the
computer age.
At the risk of being zapped by a
laser beam from administrative
central, I would like to offer the
heretical and bureaucratically
unacceptable proposal that a
reasonable response to society’s
current needs might result in a
reduction of student numbers
especially some of those visually oriented onesand thus a decline in
higher education as a growth industry. In the ..cords of the immortal
Al Capp, "The colleges are full ;if

second and third-rate students, but
you can’t get anybody to fix your
toilvt."
James E. Watson
Political Science
Professor

Daily thanked
for listening
Editor:
Thanks for the two large pictures of the "Second Annual
Halloween Costume Contest" on
your front page, Monday. There was
one small problem, though. It was
the "Second Annual KSJS
Halloween Costume Contest," as the
signs around the event indicated.
Thanks again gang, and keep
listening.
Ryan Urban
Chief Announcer
KSJS FM9I

’No place for
gossip column’
Editor:
In regard to the article by Kathy
Chin entitled "Faulty Pump May
Cau.se Campus to Dry up" on Oct. 30.
I ant astonished that the Daily would
print an article without first
verifying the sources. The front
page is no place for a gossip column.
Reporting that Jo Stuart said
according to Tom McGinley that
students should refrain from
flushing the toilets during the
weekends is totally untrue. She
actually suggested the residents use
the first and second floor restrocims
instead of the third floor where the
situation was the worst. I even
suggested leaving a shower or sink
faucet open so no air could collect
overnight, but I realized that that
would be a flagrant waste of water
It is true that Monday we were

shocked by the exploding waste
materials when we flushed the
toilets, but this also happended on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, etc.
If we were to follow Mr.
McGinley’s suggestion to "keep the
water flowing," you might as well
change the title of your article to
"Campus to Dry Up."
In the future I hope the Daily
staff writers will at least get information straight from the source
instead of using hearsay as evidence
to substantiate a story.
Rob Flanegin
Aeronautics Administration
junior

Heart ’aches’
for Cummings
Editor:
Although Martin Birnbach must
be sobbing in his beer over the sad
fate of Donald Cummings, it would
be careless of me not to introduce
some reality on the door steps of his
"oh so lofty" ivory tower.
While my heart gushes for poor
Don’s plight, ie., his "physical and
mental health" while in jail, I must
send his murdered victims’ relatives
a Hallmark sympathy card.
While my intellect rages at the
gross injustice of poor Don receiving
les.s than a battery of lawyers, I
must remember my tax money pays
his public defender’s salary.
While I am profoundly touched
by Birnbach’s patronization of a
registered sex offender. I must
realize the political science honors
society doesn’t share his jaundiced
views.
While I am bound to the legal
tenet of "innocent until proven
guilty," I recall Cummings’
fingerprints at the murder scene.
My soul aches for little Donny’s
"unperson" status. but I must uncork the champagne the day he is
sentenced.
Greg Steele
Instructional Resources
staff

The Forum page is
your page.
The
Daily encourages
readers’ comments
on any topic. The
viewpoints
expressed in opinion
articles are those of
the
author.
Editorials appearing
on this page are the
opinion of the
Spartan Daily,

tually abolished the death penalty in
the wake of shame and remorse
resulting from the discovery they
had executed innocent people.
A high-priced Texas lawyer who
had represented 200 murderers and
only lost one to capital punishment

violent crime. In every instance in
which the issue is studied, it has
been shown there is absolutely no
correlation between crime and the
death penalty. Crime patterns have
never changed in the wake of implementation or abolition of a death

Many have mistakenly lost their
lives to an imperfect justice system
was asked if that man was any more
guilty than the rest.
"No," the lawyer responded.
"He was no more guilty. I just didn’t
work his case right."
Officials have never been able to
adminster the death penalty
equitably. Some of the most vicious
and coldblooded criminals are
spared while others who have killed
in passion are convicted of lesser
crimes are executed.
A lot depends on whether a
defendant can afford the costs of a
good attorney for a trial and appeals. Race also appears to be a
factor since 54 percent of those who
are executed are black.
"The deuth penalty is a
privilege of the poor," said Clinton
Duffy, who spent 11 years as the
warden of San Quentin. "I have
never known a person of means to be
executed in the United States."
Duffy participated in 150
executions as a prison official. It
was from meeting prisoners on
death row and witnessing the
executions that he developed an
anti -capital punishment viewpoint.
Proponents of the death penalty
rigidly insist the punishment is
necessary to stem the rising tide of

penalty.
Belgium, now blessed with an
extremely low murder rate, held its
last execution in 1863.
"We have learned that the best
means to teach respect for human
life consists in refusing to take life in
the name of the law," Belgium’s
Minister of Justice said.
With the prospect of killing an
innocent victim of the justice
system, the impossibility of fairly
applying capital punishment and the
death penalty’s lack of deterence
power should be enough to stop its
use. The most important strike
against it is that it is unquestionably
immoral.
Capital punishment advocates
also argue an individual gives up the
right to live when that person takes
another’s life. They ignore the
religious canon "Thou shalt not kill"
and the constitutional maxim of the
"Right to Life."
"The number one reason can be
put down in a very short sentence,
easy for everyone to understand,"
Duffy said. "It is wrong to kill. It is
wrong for these people to have killed
in the community. But, it is also
wrong for the state to premeditate
another murder. Two wrongs do not
make a right."
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Film explores consequences
of surviving nuclear attack
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"The Warriors" (left to right), Joaquin Lievano, Narada Walden, Keith Jones and Walter Afanasieff.

"The Warriors"

Jazz group appears tonight
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By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
"The
Warriors"
labeled as "a force of four
leading the art of music,"
will appear at 8 tonight at
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is 85.50 in
advance and 15.50 at the
door.
Jeff Bader, contemporary arts chairman
for the A.S. Program
Board, classifies the group
as "sophisticated progressive jazz."
"It should be a smooth,
exciting show," Bader
said.
The smoothness will
exist if Morris Daily
Auditorium is able to
provide adequate electricity to the band.
According to Bader,
the band planned an
elaborate light show which
was part of their contract.
But the contract rider
called for more power than
the auditorium could
provide.
The band and program
board reached a corn-

promise that was a balance
between "quality sound
and adequate lights."
Bader said the band was
more concerned about good
sound than lights.
"There should be no
problem," Bader said.
"The
Warriors"
consists of four members
with impressive credentials.
Joaquin
Lievant,,
guitarist,
once
accompanied violinist Jeanine Ponty on four albums
and seven major tours of
the United States, Canada,
Europe, South America
and the Orient.
Lievano is the leader of
the group who aLso sings
and composes.
Instrumentalist/
composer/vocalist/
producer Narada Michael
Walden, was a drummer
with John McLaughlin’s
Mahavishnu Orchestra.
Walden has also toured
with Jeff Beck and worked
with him on his "wired"
album, while also touring
with Weather Report,

Tommy Bolin, Roy
Buchanan and others.
He has released five
solo albums and helped
develop R&B/rock fusion
in the late 1970’s. His
producing credits include
albums by Stacy Lattisaw,
Sister Sledge and recently
Angela Bof ill.
"Bassist
extraordinaire" Keith Jones
is a tall, Jamaican bassist
who worked with Airto and
Flora Purim for three
years.
He can be heard on
their Warner Brothers
release "Carry On." Jones
has also toured with the
Crusaders.
To complete the
foursome is keyboardist
Walter
Afanasieff.
Afanasieff, a native of
Brazil, is a classically
trained pianist and composer. He recently toured
with
guitarist
Jorge
Santana.
The group is billed as a
"musical legend" in the
Bay Area and "true
warriors of the art."

Bader said the opening
band, "Picture," is a
progressive rock group.
"It will be a great
show," Bader said.
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Bowl. Judy Herman of the
S.U. Information Center
will schedule the matches
over the weekend. Official
competition starts Monday.
Interested students
may register individually
as well as with a team. A
team consists of four
members and one alternate, and may have up to
two graduate students,
each carrying at least nine
Undergraduates
units.
must be enrolled in at least
12 units.
Games are played in a
round-robin -style tournament, where each team
must lose twice to be
eliminated.
The winning team
advances to the regional
finals, to be held early next

whatever needs to be done to
prevent nuclear war," another
viewer commented.
Others were pessimistic.
"There is no time for despair...I
felt relief that I won’t be here to
witness it ( the after-effects1 since
San Jose is more important
strategically than San Francisco."
"It’s a Frankenstein monster,
how do you control it?" another
asked.

obliterated
Film footage of the after-effects
of the bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki during World War II were
shown along with a report detailing
the possible effects of a one megaton
bomb falling on San Francisco.
A former director of the CIA and
a Navy rear admiral presented the
views of many of Reagan’s top
advisers, who maintain a nuclear
war is "possible, inevitable and

’There is no time for despair. . .
I felt relief that I won’t be here’
winnable."
The group present to see the
tape commented on the public’s
apathy regarding the problem.
"This is the third time I’ve seen
this...shock, fear and anger are what
I feel when I think that anyone could
deal with this thing," said one
viewer.
Some
viewers
expressed
feelings of moral obilgation.
"I really have a responsibility,
everyone has a responsibility to do

Keady, the leader of the
discussion, said he showed the tape
because "To do nothing is worse
than to do something. We must share
the facts; it’s immoral to think
otherwise."
The video tape costs 840 and it
was suggested that money be raised
in order to have the tape available to
all on campus.
Most present were already
involved in trying to garner support
to stop nuclear war.

Jack Dejohnette’s Special Edition

A REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE
COLD, CRUEL WORLD
WOULD LIKE A
FEW WORDS WITH YOU
His name is Gene tinder, ond he might be obis to make that
world look p tot fnendfier to you, with on opportunity for o career
with Reed Rod, RA.
Reed is 000 of the wand’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of
rock drilling bits for the petroleum industry.
It you’re majoring in Marketing and ore Interested in a career Os
a field Service Representative, Gene Under would like a few
words with you on

(

Friday
November 20, 1981

This Monday night 8:30 & 10:30 p.m at lily

)

Besides a good starting salary (a deRnite necessity -out there-),
Reed Rock flit offers a wide range of liberal benefits and training
program that can make that -cold, cruel world- a bit warmer
Contact your placement office and set up on appointment with
Gene and Reed Rock U. If you ore unable to meet with us at
this time, send your resume to: Gene Under, Reed Rock Rh, P.O.
Boo 2119, Houston, Texas 77001. 11 sure beats facing the cold,
cruel world alone.

9 College Bowl sign-ups end today
So you think you’re
pretty smart, huh? Well,
today is the last chance to
prove your intelligence by
signing up for the College
Bowl at the S.U. Information Center,
The College Bowl,
often called "The varsity
sport of the mind," is a
game where contestant
teams are quizzed on
various subjects, ranging
from liberal arts, current
events and contemporary
art to entertainment and
sports.
Points are awarded to
the team responding most
quickly with the correct
answer. Two halves are
played, each lasting approximately 10 minutes.
So far, about 14 teams
have entered the College

By David Flemate
Staff Writer
Fourteen people assembled at
SJSU Wednesday to view "The Last
Epidemic," a video tape of a conference covering the medical consequences of nuclear weapons and
war.
After viewing the tape, the
group seemed to agree that they
represented about the number of
survivors should a nuclear strike
take place.
Richard Keady, of the Religious
Studies Program led a discussion
centered on viewers’ reactions to the
show, and what they might want to
do in the event of nuclear war.
The conference the tape is based
upon, held in San Francisco one year
ago, dealt with the possibilities of a
nuclear war, the arms build-up, the
medical consequences of a limited
nuclear strike and the moral
obigation to halt a nuclear incident.
Evidence
was
presented
showing that a "limited nuclear
strike," utilizing 10 percent of all the
nulear arms available in the world
today, would destroy 40 percent of
the northern hemisphere’s ozone.
Twenty percent of the earth’s
entire ozone layer would be

REED

year at the University of
the Pacific in Stockton.

ROCK BIT COMPANY

610 Coleman Ave. San Jose
Tickets $7.50; Students with 1D$5.50.
Advance tickets available at the Gold Rush
and all BASS outlets.
Charge by phone 297-7552.

R Baker International Company
wee. 05114.* 6**r

For dinner reservations
information call 286-5253.
Box office opens at 630
the night of the show.

COMING: Richie Cole, Flora Purim and Airto

Spartan Daily
Serving the Sac Jose Stale
University carernunity
Since 19.14
(LAI’S 509-180i
Second clam postage paid at San
Jose. California Member of California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San
Jose State University. during
the college year. The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Ikmartment of Journalism and Mass
Communtcabons. the University
Adminotration or any student
or faculty organization Subscriptions accepted en a remainder of semester basis. Full academic year. $15. Each semester,
$7 50. Off-campus price per
copy, 15 cents Phone Editorial
277-3181 Advertising 277-3171.
Printed by Independent [’Willem
buns.
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Fourth -ranked Pacific too much

ARIZONA STATE

SJSU fails to tame Tigers
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
SJSU’s volleyball team
played spectacularly in
spurts Wednesday night,
but that wasn’t enough to
tame the teeming tide of
talent of the University of
Pacific.
Although the Lady
Spartans played with flair
and verve, Pacific’s pizazz
proved to be too much as
the Lady Tigers knocked
off SJSU 15-10, 15-12, 15-9
before a vocal crowd in the
Men’s Gym.
The win boosted
Pacific’s
Northern
California Athletic Conference record to 9-0 and
marked the school’s 37th
straight victory in NorCal
action. The Lady Tigers,
ranked fourth in the nation
and one of the favorites to
win the NCAA play-offs
later this month, have not
lost a NorCal match since
Oct. 31, 1978.
"I’m very pleased with
our performance," SJSU
head coach Dick Montgomery said. "We played
hard and forced them to
beat us. They’re a better
team than us so there is no
shame in losing to them."
Pacific head coach
Taras Liskevych was also
impressed with the Lady

4z-IM
17 Ara
In&

Spartans’ performance.
"San Jose played very
well," he said. "They
showed a lot of improvement. There was a
night-and-day difference
between the way they
played tonight and the way
they played in Stockton
earlier this season.
"In fact, I’d say,
considering the way they
played tonight, the only
team better than them in
the conference is Stanford."
The Lady Spartans,
now 10-14 overall and 3-6 in
NorCal action after
dropping their fifth match
in. their last six outings,
certainly did not play like a
losing team Wednesday.
After dropping the first
game, the Lady Spartans
turned on the home crowd
with a pair of titillating

scoring streaks in the final
two games of the match.
Spurred on by a
stomping partisan crowd,
SJSU fought back from a
12-6 deficit with five
straight points.
However, the rally
came to an abrupt halt
when middle blocker Jan
Harman permitted a
Pacific spike which was
tipped by a Lady Spartan to
fall out of bounds. Harman,
Obviously confused, had not
realized that one of her
teammates had partially
blocked the spike until it
was too late.
The poised Pacific
squad took advantage of
the mental error and
proceeded to close out the
game.
SJSU surged with five
straight points again in the
third game to take an 8-3

lead, out the tested-tough
Lady Tigers came back to
wrap up the victory behind
the play of middle blockers
Robin Burns and Eileen
Dempster, who recorded
nine and eight kills
respectively.
"I think the team is
starting to realize what it
takes to play well,"
Montgomery said. "It’s too
bad it’s happening so late
in the season."
The Lady Spartans will
attempt to snap a threematch losing streak this
weekend when they hit the
road for encounters with
two Southern California
foes. Tonight, SJSU battles
Long Beach State, a team it
beat in a five-game match
earlier this month, and
then takes on UC Irvine
tomorrow night.

COUPON

Jan 2-9

s

l’S575.111

$2.00
Off any non-sale
item over $10.00
with this coupon

Sheila and Marie
Sunnyvale Travel Globe
1220 Town Center Lane
Sunnyvale,CA 94086
408-245-5090

We um
’tor

Mar 6-13

Feb 6-13

First class hotel
Round trip air fare
6 days lift tickets
Continental breakfast daily
Airport - hotel transfers
Document case

1387 Camden Avenue
Just off Hwy. 17
371-4496
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College Football Poll
Olympia college top 20
1. Pittsburgh
2. Clemson
3. Southern Cal
4. Georgia
5. Texas
6. Penn State
7. Alabama
8. Nebraska
9. No. Carolina
10. Arizona State
11. So. Methodist
12. Michigan
13. Miami (Fla.)
14. Florida State
15. Mississippi State
16. Washington

SAN JOSE STATE

17 .
18. Oklahoma
19. Ohio State
20. Arkansas

Catch the game this Sunday when Oly
brings you the SPARTANS VS. AZ STATE
at 6:00 p.m. on KICU Channel 36.

11

7 nights 8days

111119---
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411110:11b

averaging a whopping 300.9 yards on the ground per game
and which will severely test an SJSU defense that is
ranked seventh in the nation against the rush with an
average yield of 91.1 yards.
"As a group, their running backs are the best I’ve
ever seen at any time in all my years in college football,"
Gilbert said.
Although the Sun Devils’ offense appears virtually
unstoppable, there is reason to believe the team’s defense
can be had.
The Sun Devils’ defense has only given up an average
of 16.4 points per game, but it floundered pitifully against
Stanford.
In that game, Arizona State surrendered 693 yards in
total offense, the most ever given up in a single game by a
victorious team in NCAA history.
Stanford quarterback Steve Cortrall, a seldom -used
backup who entered the contest in the second quarter for
the injured John Elway, threw for 311 yards against the
Arizona State’s bedeviled secondary.
"I think the most we can hope for is to control them
offensively," Rogers said. "No one has stopped them yet
and I don’t have any great plans either."

SKI VAIL COLORADO

GAS - N -JEAN

ALMINPA. INVIA oak,,

Stock up now (TI
KODAK Film
STUDENTS!
30%discount on
KODAK
Paper &
Chemicals

continued from page 1
I thought San Jose beat Stanford worse than we ever
did," he stated. "I felt they physically beat up Stanford.
And the same goes for Cal."
SJSU’s defense, which has slumped in recent weeks
after a prodigious start, will have its work cut out against
Arizona State’s explosive offense.
And Spartan defensive coordinator Claude Gilbert is
the first to admit it.
"They are a tremendously talented group," Gilbert
said. "They’re not very fancy, but they can do it all. They
just march up and down the field.
"To think that we can stop them cold is fantasizing. I
can just hope that we can slow them down and hold down
the score a bit."
Calling the signals for the Sun Devil offense will be
senior quarterback Mike Pagel, who has thrown for 1,552
yards and 18 touchdowns, which ties him for second in the
nation with SJSU’s Steve Clarkson.
Besides Pagel, the Sun Devils boast one of the most
fearsome rushing attacks in the country.
Tailback Robert Weathers and fullback Gerald Riggs
are the featured attractions in an attack which is

AP college top 20
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Pittsburgh
Clemson
Southern Cal
Georgia
Texas
Penn State
Alabama
Nebraska
No. Carolina
Arizona State
So. Methodist
Michigan
Miami (Fla.,
Florida State
Mississippi State
Washington
Oklahoma
Ohio State
Arkansas
So. Mississippi

DISTRIBUTOR
1600

OL EMAN AVENUE
P.O. BOX 359
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Spartans face Titans tonight

3

By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
It seems as though
every pre-game report in
the last few weeks on the
SJSU soccer team involves
a lengthy injury report.
This week is no different.
The Spartans will face
Fullerton State tonight at
Spartan Stadium in a key
match
non-conference
without Chris Dierkes,
possibly without Michael
Hurst, but with Ryan
Moore. The game starts at
7:30 and could go a long

way toward determining
the Spartans chance of
receiving a post-season
playoff bid.
SJSU is currently 12-3-1
having lost its last two
games to the University of
San Francisco and Fresno
State. The Spartans are
ranked 16th in the country
and third on the West
Coast.
State,
Fullerton
meanwhile, is 11-5 on the
season. The Titans lost 2-1
to USF on Wednesday in a

Stickers face Cards

it

l’he SJSU Field Hockey team Will phi) iidtiihk d
Patsy in tomorrow’s game against Stanford at South
Campus field.
Unfortunately, that’s Pasty Huntington of Stanford,
one of the top collegiate field hockey players in the nation.
So far this season, Huntington has scored 16 goals. She
is a member of the U.S. National team and is definitely the
Cards leading scoring threat.
The Lady Spartans will counter with the scoring
punch of Sue Walker, who has hit for 11 goals.
SJSU enters the game with a 9-0 NorCal Conference
record while Stanford is 3-0-1. The winner of the game will
be assured of a berth in the upcoming NCAA playoffs.
The two teams have three common opponents. SJSU
is 2-0 against Chico State while Stanford is 0-1-1. The lady
Spartans are also 2-0 against the University of Pacific
while the Cards are 1-1-1. But Stanford is 1-0 against
Simon Fraser while SJSU lost to Simon Fraser early in the
season.

similar manner SJSU lost
to the Dons. Fullerton State
was tied 1-1 with four
minutes left to play when
the Dons scored to win it.
Last week, the Spartans
were tied 1-1 with USF
when the Dons won in the
last thirty seconds.
Fullerton State is ranked
sixth on the West Coast.
The Spartans were
dealt a blow in practice on
Wednesday when Hurst,
the starting midfielder, got
his legs tangled up with
Jose Avila, a reserve
midfielder. The result was
a sprained ankle for Hurst,
who was listed by coach
Julie Menendez as
questionable for tonight’s

’5 days a week I’m an account executive.
Then I bust Itxx4e with my team & Cuervo."

game.
In the Spartans loss to
Fresno State last Saturday.
Dierkes suffered a badly
sprained ankle which will
sideline him for the final
three regular season
games. Dierkes had scored
five goals and assisted on
six others before the injury.
On the more pleasant
side, Ryan Moore will
return as the Spartans
goalie. Moore hurt his
shoulder in the Spartans 4-1
victory over Cal Poly-San
Luis Obispo a month ago.
He was replaced by Jeff
Dahlgren, who recorded
one shutout in his tenure as
the full-time goalie.
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1982 GRADS
APPLY NOW

EMPLOYMENT
U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

BUST
CUERVO&
JU

Unique professional opportunities for those seniors and graduate
students completing work in,
Computer Science
Economics
Engineering (aero, civil, electric, electronic, mechanical,
nuclear)

"Fine- Submarine Samlw TO,

STileT. Nos"

Foreign Area Studies
Languages (Russian, Eastern European, Middle Eastern,
Asian)
Mathematics
Photographic Interpretation

Mon. -Sat 10:30-10:00
Sundays 11:00-10:00

81h

Or’

All initial assignments are in the Washington, DC. area Some
require foreign travel
U.S. Citizenship required. Minimum
processing time is sis fit months. OBTAIN YOUR APPLICATION
FROM YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE ON CAMPUS
RESUMES/APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE TO Pa BOX 36103, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL BE INTERVIEWED Al AN
EARLY DATE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

William St.
297-1132
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_
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75,
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Santa
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Lawrence Expressways/84 5590
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BEDROOM

G000

quality,

reasonable
prices
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bed
(full
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dresser desk
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night

Phoebe. Rev Norb Firnhaber
GET THE EDGE* Prepare Intake
the GRE. GMAT. LSAT or NTE

stands lamps, mirrors chairs
upholstered I and char stands
77590$? Nights 7493791

with on campus prep sessions
Outstanding faculty Low lee
Courses start everyfew weeks

Day
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Game

Facts

World Series. NFL, NHL, NBA
Accur comp analysis send $2 00
11073 Sunset Blvd B OP Inc
Suite 545 LA. CA 90046
NEED CASH FOR COLLEGE? We
have thousands of financial aid
sources. Free Into Write us.
Nat Academic Financial ads
Inc 50 W Brokaw Rd Ste
Si93110 (include scho011
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STUDENTS.
STUDY
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Student Union Bowling Ali.
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Weather

by Chuck Reckum
YOU KNOW WHAT
A JERK CHUCK CAN
BE WHEN HE TIRED

HEY.’ HOW COME IT ’5
STILL DARK IN HERE?
I CANT SEE A THING.

The forecast for
today calls for partly
cloudy skies with highs
in the upper 60s and
lows in the 50s. There
will be light breezes
from the west.
This forecast was
provided by the SJSU
Meteorology Department.

ON, THE ARTIST
GOT LAZY AGAIN
HE DIDN’T FEEL
LIKE DRAWING US

by Dean Fortunati

MARTIN THE SPARTAN

AILI/E.R MX A SfAART
MISTAKE. IM fflY LIFE’

HOW COULD ’AV BOMB
Tiff TEST’

sparidguk
"Stress Reduction"
will be discussed by
Elizabeth Paithe, M.D., at
the Campus Christian
Center, 10th and San Carlos
streets, at 7:15 p.m.
Monday. For more information call Kathy at
379-7392.

today in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. For further information call Tom Flynn
at 377-3387.

The
University
Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador will show
entitled "El
a film
Salvador: Another Vietnam?" at 7 p.m. Tuesday
A Bible study will be in Dudley Moorhead Hall,
conducted at 11:30 a.m. room 227. Call Regina

Choir to present scholarship concert
By Wade Barber
Staff Writer
The SJSU Music Department will
present its annual scholarship concert
at 8:30 tonight in St. Joseph’s Church,
90 Market St.
The talents of the 90-voice concert
choir will combine with those of SJSU’s
symphony orchestra in presenting
three major works.

Charlene Archibegue, director of
choral activities, will conduct Mendelssohn’s "Hymn of Praise." Directing the Dvorak "Te Deum" and the
Mozart "Solemn Vespers" will be
Joyce Johnson-Hamilton, conductor of
the SJSU symphony orchestra.
Featured soloists in this year’s
scholarship concert will be Lisa Winberg, Ron Williams, Mary Linduska.

Kathy Trapp, Randy Cooper, Dan
Morris, Rebecca Basilio and Gerald
Johnson, all students in the Music
Department.
The concert is the department’s
biggest fund-raising event. It generates
an average of $5,000 yearly for musical
endowments to students, according to
Robert Cowden, chairman of the Music
Department.

"It’s the biggest program of the
year," Cowden said, adding that the
800-seat "acoustically beautiful" St.
Joseph’s Church usually is filled with a
"standing room only" crowd of 1,000
persons.
Immediately following the performance will be a wine and cheese
reception next door at the San Jose
Museum of Art. All proceeds will

Students compete for prize
in speech competition finals
By Kris Eldred
Staff Writer
Six student finalists
will compete for a $100 first
prize in the SJSUsponsored Dr. Dorothy
Kaucher Contest for Excellence in Oral Interpretation.
Chosen from 16 entrants, the finalists will vie
for the prize money at 3:30
p.m. Thursday in the
Studio Theatre, Speech and
Drama Building, room 103.
Students can watch the
finals free of charge.
Contestants qualified
for the finals by competing
in a preliminary oral interpretation contest held
last Tuesday in the Studio
Theatre. Although 19
students signed up, only 16
showed, according to
Harold Hughes, last year’s
winner.
In the preliminaries,
entrants read for two to
three minutes from

selected plays, poems,
novels and short stories. In
Thursday’s competition,
finalists will lead from the
same material, but they
will be given a five-seven
minute time limit.
The finalists are Dee
Soon Lee, Beverly Mathis,
Sandy Mulvihill, Leon
Ronzana, Pamela Rose and

Charmaine Crowell. All are
drama majors with the
exception of Lee, who is a
biological sciences major.
The contest first began
in 1950 when a $25 donation
was made in Kaucher’s
name for the advancement
of oral interpretation on
campus. Faculty members
decided the money would

"If you are not there," he said,
"you will miss one of the finest shows of
the season, which critics have acclaimed as magnificent year after
year."

Ran.
LAWRENCE,
Taiwanese faculty members, at the
University of Kansas have asked the
chancellor to have the FBI investigate
alleged spying on the campus.
Some faculty and students are concerned that foreign students at the
university may be spying on them and
reporting their activities to the
Nationalistic government in Taiwan.
As of late October, the chancellor had
not yet responded to the request.
LOS ANGEI.ES The University of

BOOKS INC.
CoUNTitY VII

.1 s&Slf
.1 \NI II, I Is NI 111%

Six of the best tasting beers in the world.

The contest honors
Kaucher, a former SJSU
instructor, who helped
start the oral interpretation, storytelling
radio/television
and
classes on campus, according to Hughes.

Southern California is considering taking
disciplinary action against Sigma Nu
fraternity because of an alleged hazing
incident Oct. 6.
Two Sigma No pledges were reportedly stripped to their underwear and
bound to a highway sign near Bakersfield.
EUGENE, Ore.
Male and female
students are sharing bathroom facilities in
one hall at the University of Oregon.
Two bathrooms on the third floor of the
building are labelled "liberated people"
bathrooms.
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Peter Hertzmann of
the U.S.-China Peoples
Friendship Association will
present a slide show about
China at 7:30 p.m. Sunday
at California First Bank,
990 N. First St. Admission
is free. For more information call Dianne
Schloeder at 295-1877.

Around Other Campuses

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Beat Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay
BARGAINS BY THE 100s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

F
( ON
PAR 1( Witt

Gamma Phi Beta
sorority’s fall pledge class
will host an "all you can
eat" pancake breakfast
from 8 a.m, to noon
tomorrow at 385 E. San
Fernando St. Cost for the
breakfast is $1.25 and
tickets are on sale in front
of the Student Union or
from Gamma Phi Beta
pledges.

be given as the prize in an
oral interpretation contest.

FRIDAY
SHOPPER

420 ToW

benefit the scholarship program of the
Music Department.
"In my own biased view," Cowden
said, "everybody ought to be there."

Falkner at 1415) 656-3101
for more details.

ALARM

CA ,H
CRU CH?

November
savings
at your
camp Us
neighborhood

SEE HYLAND DONOR CENTER.

If your money is your worry (and
isn’t this true for most students),
Hyland Donor Center at 35 S.
Almaden Ave. in San Jose can
help you receive up to $80.00 a
month. So don’t worry but hurry
to Hyland Donor Center.
294-6535 (10 mins. from SJSU)

Emergency Alarm Lite Protects
Against Rape, Burglary, & other Crimes
Pull activator pin and alarm sounds
loud screams.. demands Attention &
call For Help. Pocket-size, carry
In purse and use on windows & Doors.
I am enclosing $5.95 for alarm
plus $1 00 postage and handling

10% Student Discount
With Ad ’or ID
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9
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Son lose. ( A 9511i,
Ph 293-8445
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If you think "pads and rollers"are
just a California craze,
you’re not ready for New Memorex.
Pads and rollers are key components of a cassette’s tape transport
system.
This system guides the tape past
your deck’s tape head. It must do so
with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new Memorex.

Dan Feeble, Is Athol

The new Memorex tape transport
system is precision engineered to
exacting tolerances.
Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly. An
oversize pad hugs the tape to the
tape head with critical pressure: firm
enough for precise alignment, gentle
C19111. tAamoran Corporation. Santa Clara. Calit min 95052. U S A

enough to dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low-friction polyolefin wafers help precision-molded
hubs dispense and gather tape
silently and uniformly, play after
play after play. Even after
1,000 plays.
In fact, our new Memorex
cassette will always deliver
true sound reproduction, or
we’ll replace it. Free.
Of course, reproduction
that true and that enduring
owes a lot to Permapassn!our
extraordinary new binding
process. It even owes a little to
our unique new fumble -free
storage album.
But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it’s HIGH BIAS II
normal bias MRX I or METAL IV,
don’t forget the importance of those
pads and rollers. Enjoy the music as

the tape glides unerringly across
the head.
And remember: getting it
there is half the fun.

-4Thk
1

NOW MORE THAN EVER
41r,
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT .0

MEMOREX
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OUR COVER
The dense colkage of Fridays’ time Min is
by David Peter!, who creates the Mks for
Fridays and amorted corers for
Ampersand

one of the hest things to come out in a long
time. Come on, Mr. Seay. Learn to enjoy
greatness wherever you find it. Even a jaded

I’m
taught

myself to follow

rock critic can’t he immune to good rockin’
sounds. Who do you like, anyway? And is it

the trends

closely. Lately. it’s Dead People Cover
Features. I’d be happy to do an article for
Ampersand on Janis Joplin, who seems to

hi.

the only one not recently dealt with. Unless Kris Kristofkrson is dead and 1 haven’t
rca,1 about it yet. Obviously, Elvis Presley

lint Morrison and Duane Allman have been
alone to death. Hey, I just made a joke!
Bart Tbrottleman
Lodi, Califirrnia

happened to your In Print see-

n in the last issue? I always look
Wtiohat
forward to that section.
Sandra Kupke
Ogden. (lab
The In Pratt hook review section
now
appear every other &welook for it in this
ISSUe, where we fiuture reviews of show biz
hooks fiction and non.

I just bought a camera and
it was really helpful. I’m planning to buy

9
12
14
15
20

3

spite of your reviewer’s saying that the
Innew Joe Ely record, MUSta Notta Gotta
Lona, was "disappointing,- I think it’s

an aspiring music journalist and I’ve

persand

The Prisoner
Fans commie in Wales
McGooban’s weirdnem hies on

David’s manager Chuck Binder says
Naughton is through with Dr. Pepper; be
may do other commercials in the future,
hut nothing is definite. He will do more
and we’ll bear more about those
films
any minute. As for the Saginaw pen pain/up,
you’re on tour melt

ow often will you he running the
special photography section in Am-

FLAnitES

Our publisher says "You ’re right, and We’re
o way Our circulation is’presently 8611.000
with distribution at ’I major campuses
from Boston to Honolulu. Ampersand has a
readerchip in excess of 1.5 million students,
pito a large number of faculty, gaff and
university hangabouts who don’t get
counted in the’ student population.

out? Most important, would he like a pen

Contributing Editors AGORA

SEAY, FRED SETTERBERG

circulation. After all, if I’m
Form your
going to buy an ad, what am 1 buying?
Ron forte,
Ohio State

AllleriCall Werewolf in London and
really loved it. I Wag very pleased to
read your story on John Landis. How

Isaw

additional accessories and I’m wondering if
there will he any coverage about that?
Jan

cmith

cal .Ctate
Quite possibly Modern Photography and
our publishing company are tentatirets
scheduling one more photo supplement in
the spring and two next fall

This month’s winner unlocked our hearts.
you bet. Steve Marino of the University of
Maryland earns $30 for his efforts. You too
may be so enriched. Simply submit your
original Ampersand, in black ink on
sturdy white paper. (Put your name and
address on the art.) .So ballpoint doodles,
please. Send to Ampersand of the Month,
1680 North Vine, Suite 900. Hollyuood, CA
90028.

How to Come out Smelling Like
A Rose
VAN,

THE FRAGRANCE MANUFACTURER,
sponsored the Rolling Stones tour a
c,,mmercial first for the group and the perfumery. Most of us would wonder why the
Stones, arguably the most successful rock

group extant,

such merchandis
tour. as originalb

would want

ing; apparently the
planned, involved small out-of-theway
clubs, and the Stones vveren’t sure they’d
make any money. Instead they were faced
111 the biggest, hottest, most extravagantly
sold -out tour in their histiwy
perhaps in
everyone’s history.
)(wan agreed to plunk down $1 million
up front, plus $2 million in advertising
commitments, and in return Jovan’s name
blared on all radio spots, appeared in all
print ads and on the tickets The Stones
perfume aside, will net an estimated $12 h,
$16 million, split four ways among the i nag

inal members (Ron Witt id is

you forgot to mention a very important
point in your Classified Advertising Order

Nye CONTRMI TORS:

Bob Merits tout I list t s rite’ such a stirring
article pin collecting Mudehakers f ir Vu’s’
West that he got pers.inal letter from Bill
Griffith, creator i if App. the Pinhead
Sagan Hereford (Off the Wall photograph)
has done so well recently awards,
museum exhibits and such that many
pesiplc’ tOrget her stellar cheerleading for
Lew is 8 Clark C,
ferns@ kriegb (On Disc) owns the crummiest loiiking electric guitar you could
imagine, with glued -on white naup,ahyde
panels or something

I Quit! You Can’t Quit, You’re
Fired! Dept.
orr-r INViTE Rod Stewart and long-time
drummer Carmine Appice to the same
pajama parry. Sources report "some sort of
nasty scene" has clouded their rhythmic relationship. Stewart has officially hired exBahys drummer Tony Brock for Appice’s
makes two promotions for
former Baby’s
keyboard player Jonathon

chair. That

Cain became a member of Journey not long
ago.

Special Effects
SPECIAL EFFECTS WIZARD Douglas Trumbull
will direct his first feature, Brainstorm,
to star Natalie Wood, Christopher W’alken,
Cliff Robertson and Louise Fletcher, all playing scientific types. The special effects will
not he of the Star Wars/Chase Encounters
variety,

formers in all of music today to surpass
hinself by going into a recording studio?
Most of the time, Ampersands reviews
are pretty fair and accurte. But I couldn’t let
some foreigner (non -Texan) give our home
town hero a had time.

Cheryl Becker
Lubbock. IX

film some of the! Rolling Stones concerts to
test a new high speed 70mm process called
Slxiwscam, and after that he’ll direct Mit

lelli1011,

D

about which we know nothing.

AVID CRONENBERG, the man who perpetrated Stunners, is currently at work on

Videodrone, about a top secret cable TN:
channel that warps its subscribers’ minds in
devious and (no doubt) disgusting ways.
OW THAT STEVEN SPIELBERG has finished

N
of Texm Chaipt

Poftergeisr (he produced, Tithe

Hoopyr

Sine Massacre directed), he

has

already started filming (in super
paranoid secrecy) A Boy’S Lift, formerly titled ET (as in Extraterrestrial). It’s another
trilow, since star Henry Thomas has been
signed for three picture’s (Raiders is the
other trilogy). Special effects of the ex
traterrestrial kind will he wrought by Carlo
Rinffialtli, who devised the "rubber babies’
in Close Encountern,.

on salary plus a

small percentage).
for the first time that you are carryIsaw
ing Classified Ads. I have studied advertising. and I just want to point out that

fair to expect one of the most riveting per-

but will reportedly involve sequences inside a brain. Trumbull will also

Small Screen News
TEVE MARDN AND MARTIN MULL are do.el
ping and writing an NBC special whh ’
will star Mull (Martin will not appear in
Martin is also working on a late night
weekend show for the same network, which
will reportedly not have a repertory company of actors/comedians like the other two
late-night weekend shows.
pROOMER ALIAN CARR (Grease, Don’t Stop
the Music) will join Tom Snyder on The
Tomorrow Show as a "recurring special
segment" titled "Allan Carr’s Hollywood."
Carr will not do geislp, sez NBC, but will
concentrate on celebrity interviews (gee
nobody’s doing those), film premieres.
where-are -they-now segments, and so on.

RoNA mown,

who had the good sense
to abandon Snyder’s Tomorrtm! Show a
couple months hack, will he launching a
to
series called Wefts-ion: Inside

and out,

focus on television industry news.
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& OUT THE OTHER
DODD
SF News
who co-produced Taxi
Driter, The Sting, Close Encounters of
the Third Kind (and Cannery Row, due in
February), recently announced that he’ll
next produce (with his wife Liv Faret and
Marie Yates) all three novels of Isaac
Asimov’s Foundation Trilogy. Not only that,
but the three novels will be filmed at the
same time and released one month apart.
(Perfect! We wish George Lucas had done
the same; we don’t :rani to wait three years
for Revenge of the Jedi)
MICHAEL PHILLIPS,

THE 39TH WORLD SCIENCE fiction Convention, known as "Denvention Two," was
held recently in Denver, Colorado; guests of
honor were CL Moore and Clifford Simalc.
Lectures, panel discussions, costume
competitions, and displays of upcoming
genre films such as Blade Runner and Dar*
Crystal were among the highlights. As always, the crowning event was the presentation of the coveted Hugo Awards, sciencefiction’s equivalent of the Oscar. Among the
Winners: Michael Whelan (Best Pro Artist);
Carl Sagan’s Cosmos (Best Non -Fiction);
Clifford Simalc (Best Short Story, "Grotto of
the Dancing Deer"); Gordon R. Dickson
(Novelette and Novella Awards: "The Cloak
and the Staff’ and "Lost Dorsal") and Joan
Vinge (Best Novel: The Snou. Queen).

Big & Medium Deals
Francis
Ford Coppola and John Travolta are
meeting; this is cause for wishful specula-

I WAS A DIN05Auk,
ONCE.

PRoLicKEp IN DA

STEAMIN JUNGLES.
DEN PA ,CE AGE
come.

tion and many crossed fingers at Paramount
Studios, whose executives devoutly hope
that Coppola will direct Godfather III, and
that it will star Travolta as Anthony Cotleone (son of Michael); Travolta owes the
studio a picture ever since he pulled out of
American Gigolo. And Paramount, earlier
this year, helped bail Coppola out of some
of his Zoetrope Studio financial difficulties,
perhaps with an eye to the future ...
Meanwhile, Zoetrope is abuzz with activity: Coppola is finishing up One from the
Heart, promises to resurrect the unfinished
Hammett, and is leasing space to other
productions. Zoetrope has also produced its
first film for TV, SweaLchop, based on a recent expose of Los Angeles garment district
sweatshops, to air on NBC next year.
play Gary Gilmore,
the convicted murderer who was exe-

TOMMY LEE JONES will

Forcing the Issue

to strip America of its
few remaining millions, Mick Jagger ofk-red these observations to the London Obwrier "Rock & Roll is a spent force in that
we can’t expect any more from it either as
music or an instrument for social change
It’s merely recycling itself and everything is
a rehash. I’m not that good of a musician to
break out of it. It’s all I can do I can’t go
on leaping around forever. It would he unseemly and perhaps I shouldn’t be doing it
even now, hut it would he stupid not to do
it while I still can."
If this candor works its way into lyric sessions with Keith Richards, maybe we’ll be
hearing "I know it’s only rock & roll, but I’ll
milk it" on the next Stones album.
On the clamorous reponse to the Stones’
tour, an L.A. musician remarked, "It’s like a
chance to see Count Basic and his hand.
Seeing the Stones is like a chance to re-live
the past. Nobody plays good rock & roll
anymore."
BEFORE SETTING OUT

Further Proof of the Spent Force
Theory
by Dave Marsh
(as in mucky territory) and Kevin Stein,
nicxlestly lists Mr. Marsh (as in worthless
bog) as author of one of "The Twenty Five
Best Rock Books": Born to Run

THE

BOOK OF ROCK IJSTS,

Spent Force Re-groups
figurehead of the Twist
dance craze of the very early Sixties,
will be hack with an album on MCA in a few
Cs HUBBY CHECKER,

ALL I REALLY NEEDED
WAS A DECENT
ovERco AT

PoS

HOLLYWOOD HOLDS ITS BREATH:

Spent Force at Play

SO X. HADDA aRoua
FEAiNeRs AN EVOLVE
INTO Da,

months. Our favorite obscure Checker track
from the past was about a girlfriend’s jaunty
two-wheeler. "She’s got a motor scooter/
With a little yellow tooter." sang the
bumptious Mr. Checker. "And I fall to the
ground when I hear that sound!"

The Future of the Spent Forces
claim a new Peter Townshend LP will be out after the first of the
year, as will opuses (opii?) from Fleetwood
Mac, Bonnie Rait and Donna Summer, along
with a Stevie Winwcxxi soundtrack for the
British flick, They Called It an Accident.
00THSAYERS

May The Spent Force Be with
You, Daily

cuted by firing squad in Utah a few years
hack (see Off the Wallpage 18).
Producer-director Lawrence Schiller claims
the film, Executioner’s Song, is not based
on Norman Mailer’s book of the same
name, though Mailer has also written the
screenplay, a distinction of marginal importance. Eli Wallach will play Gilmore’s uncle,
Vern Damico.
producer and director of C:hariots of Fire,
will next collaborate on The October Circle
by Robert Bolt, set in Czechoslovakia in
1968 (when the Russians flexed a few muscles). The two are also working on another
film which remains a deep secret, for reasons unknown.
TN AVID PUTTNAM AND HUGH HUDSON,

has filed suit against
Bonnie Pointer and her producer _lel
frey Bowen, claiming they failed to deliver
an album as agreed, and also claiming that
Bowen "substantially impaired" Motown’s
ability to function because Bowen
threatened the life of Berry Gordy,
Motown’s Chairman of the board, which
caused Mr. Gordy to behave in a very careful way. In an effort to verify any part of this
story, we repeatedly called Motown’s Los
Angeles office. Nobody answered.

MOTOWN RECORDS

E. PRITCHARD has filed a $75 million
luNE
suit against horror fiction writer Stephen
ing, his publisher Doubleday, and Warner
Brols. films, claiming The Shining was based
on incidents and visions in her lite which
she had related to a psychotherapist in confidence. Pritchard claims the psychotherapist told all this to King, who wrote the
book, which became the movie starring Jack
SHEPARD will star with Jessica Lange in
SAM
Frances, the tragic story of actress Nicholson and Shelley Duvall.
Frances Farmer. We hope his role in Frances
is better (and bigger) than his recent ap- Park Place by Any Other Name...
pearance in Rowdy Man.
00K FOR rwo NEW hoard games threatenNTERESTING CASTING GAMBIT, ill 3 recent,
L ing to emerge this fall. "Stick the IRS"
I long story in Hollywood trade paper Va- pits players against each other and a com1
riety, director Jonathan Demme (Melvin mon adversary, the Internal Revenue Serand Howard, Last Embrace) announced vice A player may hold $50,000 and a
that he wanted Bruce Springsteen to star in chance to buy into a new baseball franchise
Swing Shift, with Goldie Hawn; Bruce in Alaska. Player writes off more than twice
would play the working class hero, a ship- the amount invested, then learns that the
yard worker named Lucky. He wouldn’t opening season has been snowed out and
sing, he’d just look proletarian. But a call to player must pay an additional $25,000. The
Springsteen’s manager, Jon Landau, re- player who best uses his or her income and
vealed that neither Demme nor anyone in the various tax shelters, and who pays the
Demme’s employ ever bothered to ask least amount of taxes, wins.
Bruce. "Besides," said the spokeswoman for
"The Movie Game" involves the many
Landau, "Bruce has absolutely no desire to byzantine byways famous in this town, like
even discuss [making films.] Whenever Creative Accounting, ostentatious wealth,
someone tries to give him a script to read, etc. A sample pitfall: the player hosts an
he always says, ’I’m not interested.’" So why elaborate, expensive screening to promote
did Demme bother to announce something his or her picture. The press eats everyhe wasn’t going to do? Well, he did get thing, leaves, and only the player’s mother
quite a lot of space in a Hollywood trade stays for the film. She falls asleep. The
paper. Maybe that’s worth something ...
player lases lots of money and status.

and Dudley Moore
will star in Six Weeks, about a woman
with a married lover and a dying child;
she’s also set to star in Finnegan Begin
Again, about a woman in love with a man
whose wife is dying. limmm.
MARY TYLERMOORE

publisher, and
Sam Leandro (not the town south of
Oakland), author, comes the Rock and Roll
Calender available for 1982 at $7.95 postpaid, Bell Springs Publishing, Laytonville,
Ca, 95454. For the uninitiated, Laytonville
lies midway between San Francisco and the
verdant marijuana patches of Humboldt
County, close to Longvale, Spyrock, Covelo
PACINO, TUESDAY WELD AND DYAN CANAL
and the Round Valley Indian Reservation.
non will star in Author, Author as wriFrom the supremely garish 1950 Wurlitz- ter, wife and other woman, respectively.
er jukebox on the cover to the unfurled
armpit hair of Frank Zappa (Mr. December),
Lawsuit Central
the calendar celebrates rock trivia by fixing
D AQUEL WELCH and her husband Andre
the dates for various historical milestones
like when Carl Perkins wrote "Blue Suede
Weinfeld are suing the National EnShoes" (Dec. 17, 1955) and the June 2, 1941 quirer for $12 million, claiming slander; the
birth of Rolling Stone drummer Charlie Enquirer allegedly published a report that
Watts. Taken altogether, the Rock and Roll their marriage was finito, and that Raquel
Calendar is the most polished publication had been fired from Cannery Row for "unIn Laytonville history.
professionalism." Raquel is also suing MGM,
FROM BERNARD KAMOROFF,

among others, for $24 million for firing her
from Cannery Row and for implying that
she was unprofessional.

Fear & Flying
piloting his single engine
Cessna through 50 countries (as a
tourist) was forced to make an emergency
landing in Visakhapatnam, India. Alas, he
landed on a military base, and was held
(along with his co-pilot) for two days, interrogate for 10 hours each day, and finally
released. They were not harmed physically,
and both are hack in London nowbut the
plane and the cameras are still in India
(Continued on page 19)

GARY NUMMI,
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presents the outstanding beauty and performance of -I complete
matched
stereo n n sem ble, engineered for component cnr-rnH.: lty. Shown
FEEL’
iere, our 45-watt* amplifier, stereo tuner ’;, - .i i Ai frequency
readout, cassette deck with Dolbyfi ana metai tape capability two 3-way speakers, quartz lock direct -drive turntable
aiudiot,..r,ack..See it, hear it, touch it, feel it Purchase the
nr’. .
h.,10 7i ni -,ri \..,r, ?R0 ’ The package 99965

THE BEAu_ry’
THAT Is MCS ind

STEREO
FOR THE SENSES
Sold only at JCPenney

4,,

PIMS min pe, cn 2 ch driven at 8 ohms
’sore than 0 05% TI-ID
23-20000 Hz with
Prices higher ri Alaska. Hawaii and Puerto Rico
is Audio Components sold exclusively at JCPenney
tt1981 The J C. Penney Company,
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Half a Dozen of the Other:
In Wales ’The Prisoner’ Hasn’t Ended
BY CATHRYN LANHAM
Strolling the grounds of Portmeirion,
Wales, are replicas of Number Six, the
ciphered character in Patrick
McGoohan’s late -Sixties television
series The Prisoner. A brass band is
warming up, lined up in rows on the
road, while the chess master/jester/
executioner wheels his pennyfanhing
up and down. (When asked if he could
ride it, Max flora replied, "If someone
holds me on.") Multicolored umbrellas swirl as members of Six of One.
The Prisoner Appreciation Society wait
he the director to start filming another
scene for a new episode, "By Public
Demand.- The London correspondent
for the Tribune has a striped cape tied
around hint while he too holds up an
umbrella, joining members as they
chant their lines, -Spade, spade,
spade.- -Heart, heart, heart. Filming begins. The brass band
starts playing and marches down the
road. The director wants to cut and
start again. The hand keeps marching.
Bystanders yell to get their attention,
anti the hand eventually stops at the
end of the road while a film crew from
HIV in England records the events
Later, a California man wearing the
striped top and tan slacks of regulation
clothing in the series, asks, "Is this a
village? Do you live here?
His puzzlement is understandable.
The village of Portmeirion is not a vit.
lage at all, hut a complex of cottages
and buildings designed by Welsh architect Sir Clough Williams.Ellis in a
style generally described as Itallanate.
He created the "village- for his own

pleasure and turned it into a hotel to Grade, Grade said, -I don’t understand
a word you’re saying. It’s absolutely
help pay for it. Many of the buildings
were modeled after Ones he had ad- crazy, hut it just might work."
Others have also thought it crazy.
mired, and some were created from
parts of houses scheduled for demoli- One woman, coming out from under
purwas
ceiling
tion. One unique
chased at auction for fifteen pounds,
and the Town Hall was built up
around it.
Club members who stroll under the
palm trees and past the prize
rhododendrons may find, however.
that Sir Williams-Ellis’ village is not the
Village of the series. Number Six’s re
sidence, a small ri Kim housing Pris
ono’ memorabilia this weekend, is too
near the green Dome where Number
Two lived. The pastel cottages, the
roads that seem sidewalks, even the
central fountain appear smaller and
are laid out incorrectly. The prisoners
village is elsewhere perhaps in the
mind of Mr. McGoohan,
Patrick McGoohan, having completed his successful Danger Man/
Secret Agent series, went to Ponmeirion on a holiday with his family and
decided to use the site for a series
about the rebel in society. Portmeir
ion’s unique appearance and its look
of isolation would he used in a program about a secret agent who resigned, was kidnapped by either his
government or the enemy, and
brought to an unknown village. When
McGoohan presented the idea, with
photographs and story lines, to Lev.

the anaesthetic in her hospital room,
woke to find The Prisoner on television and thought her mind had finally
gone. The program’s complex symbolism confused some viewers and

The PriconerX trademark pennyfar
thing vehicle taboret; McGooban nut
extras play a dangerous bUniall chess
game (be/on

Ink

frustrated others. The village was
peopled by prisoners who were all
numbered and under constant surveillance; all were taught or conditioned
to conform, to obey, to give up whatever information those in charge
wanted from them: to do as they were
told. If they conformed, they were rewarded and their lives made as pleasant as such imprisoned lives could be.
In ultimate control was the elusive
Number One; the visible Village manager was the ever changing Number
Two. The prisoner, Number Six, refused to play the game, declined to
explain why he resigned, and tried to
escape. In the end ... well, the end has
to be seen to be explained. Compared
to an enacting of the last judgment, the
sho, is the most fascinating, the most
Ernst rating, and ultimately the most
sittislytng tinisii to any series ever seen
on telt., ision.
Critics were perplexed and tried to
classify The Prisoner. Was it science fiction? Adventure? Suspense? Was it Orwellian? Anti -utopian? Kaikaesque? In
America, CBS executives were uncertain of audience reaction to the program and scheduled it for the summer
of 1968. But viewer response was
strong enough to bring the series hack
for an encore the following summer.
When the series aired again in Britain a few years ago, it generated more
interest. David Barrie wrote to ask if
his name and, address could he broadafter the program so that others
interested in the series could contact
him. Initially, he expected a few
people to get together with him in a
local pub, hut the response of over
300 letters in one week led to the formation of the society. McGoohan accepted the position of honorary president and recently told club members
that they had done "a fantastic, absolutely fantastic job ... Your dedicatit in
is extraordinary."
The society is composed of local
groups that meet frequently and informally to discuss issues and ideas
presented in the series (which is still
re run tin local and PBS stations across
America). The club also publishes a
quarterly, Alert, and disseminates information to memhers, offering ani,
ties allow the show, interviews with
:ictors whii appeared in it, still shots
taken during the filming, and an offi,
cial button bearing the program’s
pennyfarthing symbol. The society also
schedules other conventions during
the year and screens episodes prit.
vided by ITC for club use.
During a break in filming, two
women who were extras in the series
talk about it and its star "I feel that
he’s here. I can still see him standing
up there, talking to us." Number
sixty one looks at the balcony. "We
didn’t understand a word he was
saying."
"He had it all up here," says Mrs.
Eastwood, tapping her head. "We
didn’t understand, not until we saw it
on television. He was protesting."
Number Sixty-one touches her
badge. "This is the original. I’ve been
offered a hundred pounds for it, but I
wouldn’t sell it for a thousand"
"The man you see on the screen,
that’s him. He could have been James
Bond, hut he didn’t want to he." He
/Continued on nem pag(’)
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brought champagne to the cast party
but didn’t stay. "He had so much on
his mind. He was so tired."
’Once my husband and I were in a
scene, sitting at a table and trs mg to
talk He walked by and whispered,
Have you tried "Our Father, As
something to say. Filming begins again. Key smith. the
director, talks to the crowd
at Number Two. Remember. she’s eserything you’ve always wanted.- The
afternoon gets hotter. David Barrie directs the practice of lines for taping
"Number Two! Number Two Number
Two!" "Rah! Rah! Rah!" The sound
takes are interrupted by the rush of
wind and the cries of children splash mug in the fountain. A can of soda clat
ter5 iinto the cement. Bystanders are
laughing too loudly, ignoring the camera and recording equipment, Umbra
las droop as arms tire, :ind lines from
Pnitrock
being only sufficient to
swell a scene or two come to mind.
The crowd is alternately confused.
frightened, .ind happ. as the camera
pans At last, a break
The plot of -Hy Public Demand- is
newt. explained. A rebel seems to be
sabotaging the ’illage contest for the

ideas the tone of the man felt to be
position of Number Two. A chess
game with human figures was filmed tense, forbidding, and uncooperative.
yesterday: today another game IN being On tape, the tone is calm, after an initial nervousness caused by the presplayed, hut the moves are read from
sheets of paper. "That’s not right," says ence of the tape recorder during the
interview. He relates his meeting with
one player, suddenly realizing that his
opponent and not he is going to be Lew Grade with quiet laughter. What
checkmated. "You’ve skipped a move" was the meaning of the pennyfarthing
The woman and her dog move hack to .symbol, he is asked. "It was a symbol
of progress. An ironic symbol. People
their original square
Meanwhile, an episikle titled "The are planning too quickly for the future,
Schizoid Man- is being screened ill the building bigger and better cars while
Town Hall. Beneath the salvaged ceil- the world is running out of oil and is
ing depicting the labors of Hercules, full of smog- What about the canopy
the film unfolds at a slow speed. When over the pennyfarthing, Goodman
it ends, twt i men begin to fiddle With asks. Did that have a meaning?
McGoohan laughs. "Seat belts. Safety
the projector One asks the other why
regulations. an .American copy, with breaks for
Ifs late and club members are leavcommercials, is being used The other
ing. The director tells his extras,
tells him that several copies have just
been sent to an Arab country When -You’re the hest group I’ve ever
the films come hack, they are c, wed in
worked with.- Number Sixty-one has
camel’s hair. Totally unsuitable The already left, saying, "We’ll remember
other laughs. What next, Russia? China? this day.- She circled one eye with her
Roger Goodman, the society’s ci i. thumb and forefinger and gave the Vilordinator, apologizes for the prob. lage good-bye, "Be seeing you. lems. An interview he taped with Pat.
Readers interested in The Prisoner
rick McGoohan is heard instead. In Appreciation Society should send a
printed inters iews, his sentences are
self-addressed envelope, with an ingenerally separated by exclamation
ternational reply coupon, and their let.
points, settling like barbs around his
ters to,

iger
idman, Coordinator
Six of One (Club) U.S.
The Prisoner Appreciation Society
P.O. Box 61
Cheltenham, Glos.
G1.52 3.1X Britain
A reply may take
six weeks or more,
depending on mail
delivery.
Lanham
Cathryn
lires in Bloomingand
ton,
claims the Prisoner
fiats -are men’ nice
people, not crazy like
Trekkies.- Trekkies.chouhl direct their bate
mail to us and lean, Vs Lanham ahow

McGoohau
"Ile could
bate been
James
Rom!

Now you can park a
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JOE Ki.LiN
Alfred A Knopf 115.95

cludes verses that are never sung, even
by Bruce such as:
"Was a big high
wall there that tried to stop me/A sign
was painted said: Private Property./But
on the back side it didn’t say nothing
/ That
side was made for you and

recent concerts, Bruce SpringIn
steel) has strapped a harmonica
around his neck, picked up an acoustic
guitar, and performed a melancholyyet-patriotic version of This Land Is
Your Land," a song he Introduces as
being greatly misunderstood. The
Springaeen rendition is a far cry from
the usual happy. strummy, summer
camp sinp,along version of the Woody
Guthrie tune, hut even Bruce slightly
misses Woody’s original point. As Joe
Klein tells it in his biography tit the
Okemah, Oklahoma troubadour, Guthrie wrote the song as an angry response to Irving Berlin’s florid paean
to the U.S. of A.. "God Bless America"
Woody’s song was originally titled
’God Blessed America for Me," and in-

If nothing else, Klein’s biography
de-mystifies Guthrie
not only his
songs, but his person. More precisely,
he de-mystiques the artist, separating
his life from his legend, his contributions from his attributions. What
emerges is as
Klein’s subtitle indicates "a
life." rather than a
metaphor. We see Woodrow Wilson
Guthrie, the skinny Brillo-haired Okie,
as a gifted, ever-curious man who
rather unconsciously tapped into the
public’s need for, first, a cornpone
hillbilly, then a proletariat balladeer,
and finally a folk music martyr. Guthre’s mythology doesn’t seem so much
planned as provided by others. As he
described himself in comparison to his
sensible older brother, "He is making

Woody Guthrie: A Life

his life, and I am letting my life make

home from the hospital ( where he
spent his last 15 years), Woody took
Guthrie’s is an engrossing story, Arlo into the backyard and, barely able
partly because Klein’s a good reporter to strum a guitar, taught the youngster
(he’s covered politics for Rolling Stone the last threerarely sungverses to
since 1974) and partly because Guth- -This Land ... "He (thought] that if 1
re’s life contained a full complement don’t learn them,- Klein quotes Arlo as
of travels, tragedies (several family in- saying, "no one will remember
juries and deaths in fires, his own sad
Aticlrele ICort
disintegration under Huntington’s
Chorea) and triumphs. Klein is to he
praised for not turning the book into a
psychohistory as so many biographers The Day the Music Died
are wont to do, yet sometimes one
wishes for a bit more analysis.
JOSEPH C. SMITH
And finally, the book stimulates the Grove Press
readerat least this oneto seek out
a copy of "Dust Bowl Ballads" and lis- Well, "died" is a little strong.
ten to Guthrie sing his songs Lacking
What Joseph C. Smith (we know
that, I play my LP’s by one of the keep- him better in the music business as
ers of the Guthrie flame, his son Arlo, Sonny Knight) attempts to chronicle in
who usually performs at least one of this novel is the initial abduction of the
Woody’s compositions per album. Fit- righteous sound that was to become
tingly, it was Arlo to whom Guthrie en- Rock & Roll and the eventual selling of
It into neat, harmless little vinyl comtrusted the preservation of the real
This land Is Your Land." On a trip
modities, We are told tit. the evolution

Pioneer in a tight space.
When the new small cars came out we had a little
problem squeezing into some of them.
So we put ourselves on a reducing plan.
We trimmed our new mini car stereos by an inch,
so they fit neatly into small cars. And, as with our regularsize car stereos, we induded all the outstanding features
that have made us famous.
Our super sensitive Supertuner’s II, for example,
automatically adjusts itself to give you the best possible
FM reception. Our exclusive ATSC feature, adjusts

tape tension to keep your tape from being eaten. Also
automatically
And our new small Pioneers even offer you the endless system possibilities of our entire accessories line.
So, at long last, you no longer have to buy a car to fit
your Pioneer.

PIONEER’

The Best Sound Going

To find your nearest dealer, toll tree. call (8001 4474700. In Illinois. 180013224400.
01981 Pioneer Electo sues of America. 1925 E. Dominguez Street, long Beach, California 90810

of the genre from the most soulful
R&B licks to the insipid teen laments
that the industry called the "dumb"
sound from the summer of 1956 to
Christmas. 1963 (and we all know what
happened early in 1964).
Smith does make an admirable ef.
fort to view the industry from all angles, hopping from LA. to Nashville to
Chicago to New York. Significantly, the
principle characters are not those who
make the music, hut the ones who
produce and market it, and they are a
diverse lot whose ideas vary about
where the artistry should end and the
cold commerce begin. But as much as
we’d like to read this novel as a sort of
offbeat textbook on the early days of
the business before Rock was
mainstreamed, it seems rather random
and fragmented The story is equally
unsatisfying. The characters are strong
enough, and their changing VailleS do
reflect the growth and decay of the
morals of the business, but the reading
u.Ontinued on page 22)
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Fridays- They Can Handle It!
--"/

"We were attacked when we started as a
’Saturday Night clone, and obviously that
was justified. But we’ve grown a lot since
then, and the audience took us to heart."
Fridays co-producer Jack Bums
...--’

As it they have just turned in a baffling midterm exam and are waiting for the
posting of the scores, the performers of ABC’s late night comedy show, Fridap, hide their time in a lounge area at the network studios.
The curtain has just been dropped on the full dress rehearsal of their first
show of the 1981 fall season, featuring comedian Andy Kaufman a.’. guest
e
h
T
college-ageK
audience is thundering, hut the
the mostly
applause from
..---------;>..............................---.5.........
show runs overtime, which means somebody’s skit must he dropped. It
, ....;>...../..;
is Friday, 6:0S p.m. Ready or not, the 90 minutes of music, gags and
sketches worked up since Sunday will have to he altered by 9 p.m
<,--..................
d the
d show will be performed live to millions on the east coast
.--:\..........5.;,. when
..---’

s.....:,......

In a conference room above them, Fridays’ lanky. ever-pre.
occupied producer, John Moffitt, huddles with ABC brass to make
the crucial decisions.
Here, however, the cool professionalism prevailing through a
week of rehearsal gives way to a tension the performers wt irk
........../..
off in various ways. The usually plucky Maryedith Burrell is
.......-.....<./..
shiladreinotulys
long-haired azfrhite.rnd
t
wkit.ohdrardwan whilerkBl an heeridlonwgh-hao
did another
...------...,......5*%
runbssivehleyr
turn that night as the speed freak pharmacist, mutters critically about his own performance. Bruce Mahler pours
his energies into a classical piece on the piano.
The usually low-key Larry David and John Roarke
let loose with a manic two-man impression of the
Tijuana Brass, a pop instrumental group
. a the 1960s.
A.s the group takes places at a nearby con!
!erence table. Moffitt rushes in to lay on the
verdict The opening that included
,.! !line Chartoff and Brandis Kemp
is
punk -and -country -western
Siamese twins will he eliminated. Darrow Igus’ "Rasta
Chef," a continuing character
who’s a reward Jamaican ver.
stun of Julia Child, will be
dropped. Inserted will be an
extra hit by Kaufman that will have
him sing along with the audience.
On cue, the lights go out unexpectedly. and four of the writers
march in hoisting a big American
flag illuminated with a produc.
non assistant’s flashlight. They
serenade the assembled throng
with a song of their own
comptsition, to the tune of
the "Star Spangled Banner."
Fortified with that tension.
breaking tonic of silliness, the group
goes on at 9 p.m. Kaufman, the man who
used to wrestle women on Saturday
Night tim comes onstage in a polyester
three-piece suit and announces his COIF
version to fundamentalist Christianity. lie
brings on the proper Kathie Sullivan. who
in real life is an up.and-coming gospel
recording artist and taimence Welk
Shot, regular. as his intended bride.
later in the sht iw. he repeatedly
interrupts the Pretenders
moves which have been meticulously staged in rehearsal to appear impromptu.
Sullivan’s manager, Dave Peters
II, confirms backstage that the
match made in East Hollywood is
Kaufman ’s latest %chock -they’re
going to ride this as long as they can,
hut by the time your artwle comes out
......."........."
-> _:. . . . .

Fridays’ writers fop if) hot.
Rani Bruce Kirschbaum,
Lam Charles. Mark Curtiss,
Flame Pope lhomas Kramer.
Rod Ash, jack Hunts Ito
producer/ qtytositepage
Head Uritervfbe Vialkin (iota
and sum rUkons

it’ll be over. The weird thing is they’ve really started to like each
other, lie’s even asked her out."
get attention and viewIt all does what it is supposed to do
ers jam the ABC switchboards in New York with calls. And Kaufman
and the nine Fridays regulars put on the kind of 90-minute show
which most critics say has made Fridays THE late night show to
Watch. Fridays co-producer Jack Burns, formerly of the comedy
team of Burns and Schreiber. sums up a week at the show "This
show was put together by glue and Scotch tape when it began
and still is."
As fragile as the weekly construction may be. Fridays exudes a
new confidence these days. There is a new approval from critics, a
solid audience, and most important, finally a self-identity.
That last was not easy to come by. When Fridays premiered in
April 1980, its format was self-consciously copied from that of NBC’s
successful late night show Saturday Night Lim.
Critics scorned Fridays as a lame, vulgar imitation, even though
Saturday Night Live itself borrowed heavily from earlier groundbreaking TV variety shows. Fridays had other problems, too, such
as six ABC affiliates dropping the show early in its first season
(four have since returned). They were outraged over an earthy
sketch called "Women Who Spit" and a horror film spoof called
"Diner of the Living Dead," in which cast members appeared to
eat human flesh.
"We were trying to do something terrific and clever that would
grab people’s attention, take away front the comparisons to the
other show,- said Pat Tourk Lee, an executive consultant for Fridays
About halfway into its first season, the show began to hit some
right keys and find its own voice. It was the same Saturday Nig&
format, hut the cheap drug and sex jokes which seemed designed
only to get attention gave way to a new sophistication.
The introduction of weekly guests, who have included Kaufman,
Madeline Kahn, George Hamilton and others, seemed to provide a
badly needed center for each week’s show. The nine regulars
seemed to connect better with the material, if only because it contained funnier jokes and more memorable recurring characters.
Most visible have been Melanie Chartoff, who anchors the mock
news show, and Blanklield, he of the cross-eyed visage whose speed
freak pharmacist’s desperate prayer is "I can handle it, I can handle
it!" Other regular characters include Larry David’s wacky orthixIox
rabbi, Maryedith Burrell’s terse news correspondent, Kemp’s devastating Rona Barrett, Igus’ "Rasta Chef," Michael Richards’ drag
queen. Bruce Mahler’s Spanish radio announcer, and John Roarke’s
doltish Ronald Reagan.
As Fridays ratings audience steadily grew. Saturday was becoming
the loneliest night of the week. Saturday Night became a tit:lull of
Its own success, as its cast acquired such renown that they went
into movies. The shiny continues, hut few can name its new regulars, and now finds itself with the same identity problem Fridays
started out with.
Fridays was created by Moffitt, an Emmy award -winning director/producer. and his late partner Bill Lee, who died of cancer
early this year. Moffitt turned down a chance to direct the lirst
episodes of .Saturn/a;’ Night, but genuinely mourns the dip in its
fortunes. "There is no gloating. We all obviously admired the
show very much."
Probably the biggest irony about Moffitt’s cast is that they resented ABC’s thrusting them into a Saturday Night live mold as
much as the critics did.
-We kept getting this stuff like, ’Well. Maryedith has curly hair.
she’ll be Gilda Radner. Melanie is pretty, she’s the Jane Curtin and
she’ll do the news.’ And we’re down here saying. ’Oh, come on!’"
Burrell said.
"We all knew the consequences of doing something like Saiuniay
VW,/ Ht twever. we were just hired to do what the network wanted
If the show was left to us, you would have seen a conscious effort
to have done something different," David said.
Another obstacle for the creation.hy-committee nature of the
show was the disorienting effect of throwing nxiether 9 pert irmers
and 10 writers. almost all strangers to each other. Saturday Night
could hit the ground running because most of its team were old
buddies from Chicago’s famed Second City improvisational troupe.
"It was like working at the IN here at first.- one cam member
said "It ci uk awhile for us all to get to kninv each tither as people
and as artists.- Burrell sail, In a room lined with phixos tit Frida.ts.
cast. "Now that we’ve learned together. now that the writers know
us tat inn- talents are, the show’s better than before. The turning point in critical recognition Wits last March, with "Al
(civil Statesman,- a political satire based on the film Allenv/ States,
in which Roark,: as Reagan kept turning into Richard Nixon. Lyndon
Johnson Mitt 34 11111 F. Kennedy sat:inlay Night attempted Its [Mil A/
iered .States parody the same weekend. and the 5, -it Irk Time,
V. r, Re that the otisit ’us supenorip
suns ed as a
11
Fridal, skit
symbolic changing it the avant garde.Roarke’s emergence As the dehmine Iteman impressionist has
helped put the show where it is, tht moth he is a master at num
icking just about anybiitly I in anything else. in,
Johnny Cash to
CB radio Besides the President himself. Roarke’s Itefigfin
spired by Herman Munster I saw a rerun or The iturigers on TV.
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and I said, ’That’s it!’"
Fridays at times moves beyond political satire into
the kind of intellectual sophistication even Saturday
Night never quite touched. "The Song of the Woodman," written by the show’s Steve Adams, featured a
young couple engaged in the kind of deep conversation
about the mysteries of the universe that is usually found
only in Swedish movies. The couple is repeatedly interrupted by Father Guido Sarducci and Dawn (without Tony
Orlando); the good father’s matter-of-fact instructions about
where to store their firewood are mistaken by the couple
for cosmic truths.
Other recurring characters go Far beyond the broad mugging of
TV variety shows: Kemp’s steel-edged fortune teller, who delivers
her predictions of doom as if she’d swallowed a bottle of Dexedrine; and Michael Richards’ quietly subversive Trickster, who sends
authority figures into fits of anger by acts as simple as breaking a
fountain pen.
Unlike other TV shows, Fridays writers work directly with performers
in rehearsal. "There isn’t a better (oh in television for writers who want
a say in their material, and our material is less like the rest of TV and
more like the writers," said Adams, who started his Hollywood career four
years ago writing for Donny and Marie Osmond’s variety show.
"Here, if your sketch doesn’t get a laugh, you feel like you’ve struck out
three times. Al Donny and Marie, you didn’t think it was funny, either. On
Fridays if it doesn’t work, you can’t blame anybody but yourself," he said.
The biggest thorn in the sides of the writers is the group of ABC censors, to whom
all material must be submitted. Sometimes a dispute over a line is not settled until hours
before air time.
One such negotiation involved the lyric of an original song in a sketch: "The U.S. could
use another war." After two days of heated battles, ABC finally suggested the subtle distinction of -coukln’t the U.S. use another war?"
Joe Shulkin, who with Adams is co-head writer, remembers that dispute well.
’Each person we talked to at ABC said that line couldn’t pass because it was editorializing. One of them made the brilliant statement, ’You’re a satirical show, you’re not supposed
to editorialize.’"
Sometimes the network vetoes an entire segment, particularly containing relationships
with sexual overtones. Even a boy and his car are suspect "Autopom,’. written by Rod Ash
and Mark Curtiss, the team which created Blankfields pharmacist sketches, was a montage
about guys’ passionate devotion to their cars: a guy in his jockey shorts tenderly checking
under the hood, as well as a "morning after- cigarette enjoyed by a young man next to his
car, which exhaled its own fumes through its exhaust pipe.
"Johnny Carson, who we compete against, gets more latitude
than we do in terms of sexual references.- Shulkin complained.
"I once asked a network executive why we couldn’t get the
same freedom, since we compete with him. And he actually
said the difference was that it was more offensive for young
upstarts to say these things than this older gray-haired man
who does it with a boyish grin"
One phrase that did sneak by was lettered on the T-shirt of
Wendy 0. Williams, the mohawk-hairdoed lead singer of the
Plasmatics. Network officials later asked the meaning of "Don’t Be
a Wanker," a British slang expression meaning, uh, one should not
frivolously handle one’s own procreative instrument.
-We told them we didn’t know. They still to this day don’t know what
it means," (Inc staffer said. For months afterward, the name was dropped
into sketches by the amused writing staff.
Groups such as the Plasmatics, the Pretenders, and the latest in scsi
wave who appear in spots on the show have helped give Fridays its owl;
identity, since such hands rarely make it to the tube outside the Don
Kirschner-Solid Gold circuit. The liveliness of such acts is probably responsible for a certain raunchiness in the live studio audience, whose
hixas and whoops at the slightest mention of drugs and sex sometimes
unnerve the performers.
But nobody can quite account for the demographics of the
Fridays home audience ABC set out to get the Saturday
Night market of 25 to 40-year olds, but instead found
a surer footing among young teens and even
children.
That grammar school playgrounds are
(continued In Page 221

Music has greater dimension on TDK cassettes.
Powerful. Defined. Unwavering. From classical to country
you’ll hear the driving force. The vibrant clarity. No matter
where you go, the road never comes between you and your
music. Because TDK is made to move. And sweep you along.
Music lives on TDK as no other cassette.
MUSIC LIVES ON TDK
Next time out, share it.
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MAGAZINES OF OUR TROUBLED TIMES
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Duckling

Wind-Bogglin’ Fiction
Fantastic Harley,
What Elms
Could You
Want?

111111111
Several Small
Magazines
That Americans
Are Reading
Today
By

FRED SETTERBERG

People are seduced by books and
magazines everyday We have only to
consider the renewed interest in
school and public library censorship
to recognize the power and fear that is
still the mark of the printed word.
(The American Library Association recently entered its protest over the
wave of publication-banning that has
spread throughout the country as- part
of the national advance of a conservative social agenda The marked illiteracy of the censors is the tine bright
spa in the ALA’s otherwise gloomy report: the hook -banners, it seems,
haven’t read a new hook in years, and
they are still fighting over the old
standards such as Brame Neu, World,
Soul on Ice, and Catcher in the Rye
Yet, the censors, as ugly and
dangerous as their trade may he, are
operating from an accurate premise.
They are correct in believing that ideas
are dangerous. They are right in worrying about the printed page reflecting
reality and perceptions in their coarsest, most damaging and seductive
(read: subversive) forms. The censors
understand another important fact
about ideas and images once they have
been placed upon the printed page
they understand that in our societygenerally literate and media-saturated
our personal and collective realities,
our sense of the possible. is not
merely reflected. but also shaped ’,your slogans, by our books and by our
magazines

Easyriders is a slick and newsprint monthly aimed at the adult
male hiker Like other specialty magazines. its existence pivots upon a
single concept and a targeted
readership. Unlike most specialty maw
azines The Canadian Home, The
Woman Bowler, Snowmobile News
it has a CI msidcrable following; circulation runs 405.000. -It’s not Bov’s Life warns the editor in the 1981 minion of
Writer’s Market Finders is written
for "the individualist a rugged guy
who enjoys riding a chopper and all
the good times derived from it."
A recent edition of Easyriders in, luded several illustrated tips for customizing hikes; a short story about
boxing, entitled -Feelin’ Your Age,- by
a writer named Wino Joe; a lengthy
report on an in-house editorial squabble over whether to review rock or
country music ("Either stan writin.
about music that people like.’ says
Spider, the magazine’s Executive
Janitor, lather figure, and apparently
the man-in-charge, "or I’m gonna run
your stuffed armadillo up your butt.")
As in most issues, there are several
color spreads of naked women straddling motorcycles and random amateur
photos of bikes, bikers, of ladies and
rugrats (parlance for women and children); it’s a fannly magazine of sorts, a
biker’s family, homey and obscene, full
of belches and fans and other lapses in
simple good taste that are usually reserved for those whom we know best
and trust to understand. Each issue
contains serious reports, printed on
newmock rather than glossy paper,
about highway safety, legislation per.
taming to bikes, police actions against
hikers; there are pages of idiotic jokes
and crude cartoons, advertisements for
biker apparel and paraphernalia
("Who Sea You Can’t Smoke at 60
mph.?") The tone of individualism is
maintained throughout the copy.
-Don’t meddle now in a bro’s prob.
lems.- cautions the Astrology forecast
for Taurus. "’Came your motives could
he misinterpreted " Easyriders is
everyman with a chip on his shoulder
and a warrant out for his arrest. probably due to a glove compartment full
of unpaid parking tickets It claims to

interfere with the buying :and selling of
he written "like men would speak to desire to own," or know that they will
each other without women being never get it together to 01411 a very ex- commodities.- The marketability of
around.- yet it is highly stylized, pan- pensive. beautifully crafted, highly - Soldier of liffnine’s peeping-Tom viodering to a ritual uneducated tough- individualized piece of stylish ma- lence is evident throughout the twinness and ungrammatical constructions: chinery, a passport to the world. In- ing cif ad and editorial copy. Mailwe suspect that everyone involved deed, the magazine strikes a posture of order displays for the five volume
pus. How to KM (the ad contains picwith the magazine, from reader to wri- rowdy’ estrangement from those
ter, is a lot smarter than he’s letting on. "normal" people who wield power, torial details of the eye gouge, head
and
enjoy
money
and
smash.
and two-fingered strangle) is
those
who
hold
"I love bikers, their macho attitude,
the perfect compliment to an article
respectability. The magazine speaks to
leathers, and Harley-Davidsons,- reentitled "Commando Quiz: Rate Your
a greasepit rebellion that lacks the
ports Luscious Lisa, the featured pin-up
ambition (and analysis) to take control. Toughness- ("flitting slightly behind
for the September issue. "They are the
some
justified
and
There’s
anger
here,
and below the ear with a forceful
true free spirits ... nomads riding
some of it loopy but it is, finally, an
edge-of the-hand ... strike will break a
across the plains, renegades traveling
subject’s neck. True or Falser) Deeper
anger that fails to find its logical end in
to see the world. The last of the
into the magazine, there are ads for
romantics.- But for all the roman- useful recognitions or action beyond
the
bar
brawl.
Rhodesian Army recruiting posters; the
-flexing
and
talky
ticized muscle
ads set up a lengthy report on Soviet
roughness of the magazine, there reactions in Africa The monthly reader’s
mains a quirky sense cif dread and
At=r.-.Aii441b4,
column of "I Was There- experiences
powerlessness running through ad and
("We could almost taste the heavy.
We
are
misfits.
Easyrideditorial copy_
"The
odor of gun powder and bkxxl in the
edifier of _ortooe,
r
ers seems to be saying with a certain
(lark pride and ban NUL’ celebration; Ay Journal of Professional Adven- air .. I is the natural relative to the
inreaders,
200.000
an
turers,"
boasts
magazinc’s classified section: "Man for
not iinly the outlaws of society, but the
crease in circulation of nearly fifty perhire Go...I with small arms ... I’ll do
unwanted and forcibly removed. "I
cent twer last year This slick monthly.
the 1, right
was drafted right after high school and
.Yohher
tOrtime is highly successForced into ’manhood’ at the age of publication is produced as a trade
magazine for mercenaries, a technical
ful in the game
gam th(tat it plays Th e maganineteen" writes a reader in Fast riders
guide and fantasy device for would-be
zine’s mere availability introduces
Vet Voice column. "Viet Nam left both
killers In the service of whatever parHi it, sly possibilities into the realm of
physical and mental scars that to this
everyday life; its founding principle
ticular might is now defined as right.
day still haunt me.- Isn’t this the very
Is an
(Might, in Soldier of Fortune, is always
let’s say, its marketing concept
voice of the powerless, and, it might
applied rape of commonsense and
aligned with the political right. The
be suggested, the i vpressed? Without
current issue features a long, laudatory
commonplace tough -guy fantasies.
romanticizing the biker ("If you dig
article about the remains Of AllaSt3SIO
Soldier of Fortune fondles death as
POT" Allen Ginsberg wrote to the
Guard,
now
training
though it were a new toy and lives to
Somoza’s National
Hell’s Angels in 1965, just as they were
tell the world that killing is a chuckle.
in Honduras.) Soldier of Fortune is a
threatening to bust up an anti -Viet
salvo of unspeakable acts The maga- Suddenly, through the strength of a
Nam march in Berkeley, "Why don’t
zine assumes a cool, measured, profew pages, life becomes a Manichean
you dig that the whole generation who
fessional tone while detailing the
heresy, devoid of texture, complexity,
don’t dig the heat, war, also dig pot and
theory and practice of warfare. In
or moral dilemma.
consciousness & spontaneity & hair
and they are your natural brothers"): these pages, death is never a messy
and without suggesting that the ex- item; it is laboratory-clean, quantifipressed brutalities and sheer mean- able, and engagingly spry. This is a
ness of the Easyriders creed are any- world in which the idea of nuclear "The multitude of books- said Voltaire, "is making us ignorant.** The
holocau.st is cute. A recent issue ran an
thing better than absurd detects and
blackholes of unreason, it is still im- advertisement for t -shirts reading
printed word can dissemble far more
ponant to recognize that we are talk- "Support First Strike": the drawing
easily than it may scratch out the truth.
across the front of the shirt &Ott% 2
ing here about people who are not at
In particular, the magazine more acsleek American missile piercing a map
all stupid about their relationship to
cessible (and disposable) than a book,
power and wealth The Easyriders of
of the Soviet Union.
and enlisted DI the service of all things
"In America,- Alan Wolfe wrote reAmerica remember, some 405.000
mintely has shown an inherent drive
sifting 110 MX merely compose the
cently in The Nation, "guns are a way
towards serving up disinformation. (A
club rosters of the Hell’s Angels, Gypsy of life, sometimes a political philosomarch through the hack pages 1 if, say,
Jokers, SalaltS Slaves, and the like; they phy . Guns, after all, are a commod- lift in the 1960s will tell us less about
primarily represent thousands of ity, and the unwritten law of American
what was happening in Viet Nam than
life is that thou shalt not seriously
everyday working guys who own. "or
how those events were being misrep
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Question:
Who does the bizarre hit single

MANAGEMBT
SFPtRT
oRtAinums

"LUNATIC FRINGE"?
Answer:

resented and misperceived.) Fact or
fantasy, it all reaches hack to first
things why, aside from the enormous
motive of making money, does the
magazine exist? What does it believe
about the world?

CUrvive, another monthly slick
Ur soon to be available from the publishers of Soldier of Fortune, believes
that the world is wry soon going to
come to an end. The world will end in
fire and ice, famine and combative
anarchy; hut you, the reader, may wiggle out of the collective fate if you are
prepared to take the necessary steps.
Surriva/ is a guide and catalog to es
trerne preparedness. "What these ac
counts, and in fact the people have in
common, . explain the publishers. "is
the underlying belief that an individual
must provide for himself and his family. Uncertain times demand self.
sufficiency for survival. I would argue that uncertain times,
these times, make self-sufficiency impossible, and that too many discussions and strategies for private solutions to public and even global problems must speak directly to the very
bottom of the American spirit
rapacious individualism steeled against
the community. Certainly, the retreat
from belief In a social gospel, religious
and secular, is today both evident and
understandable; it is as understandable, in its response of fear and the
need to act, as the limited and rather
pointless brotherhood of bikers, or the
lunatic rage of the weapons expert.
Each of these solutions the middle point to the small specialty magazines
that we have been leafing throughis
a different interpretation of a single,
hut pervasive notion that now touches
us all, establishing and adjusting both
personal and public agendas. That nonon: in America, things are not well;
for Americans, there Is work to be
done..

POSIMUMilty jobs and The
14 Grantstosansistfr Center News
are two specialty magazines that speak
directly to the principle of work lhey
are magazines of public solutions; they
tell us how community researchers
can use a small computer to examine
local environmental policies, and how
to cut a path through the maze of federal grants support (-What has 500
Farts. Costs S8.3 Billion, and is Condemned by Almost Everybody?"). Recent issues have taken on grassroots
fundraising. reducing energy costs tor
low-budget consumer-based orginiza
dons, the use and management of ci ii
sultants in organizational and txilitical
work. Both magazines are decidedh
action -oriented, containing a great deal
of useful information in the care and
feeding of non-protit groups and
community organizations. (Community Jobs also runs
in fact, is based
upon an extensive listing of service.
advocacy. and organizing jobs available
throughout the country.) These arc
self-help guides in the best and
strongest sense; they exist to offer si
lutions, to make accessible vital skills
They are also concerned, as detailed ill
a recent issue of the News. about the
psychology of community- work, about
the "ways that will help keep the person who is fighting the good fight
alive, well, effective. and balanced for
the duration."
and
The
Community jobs
Grantsmanship Center News, like their
&striders, Soldier of
counterparts
Fortune, and Suriltal illustrate the
range of possible response to our turbulent age. The great difference, of
course, is that the two former publications take the time and effort to identify some of our problems below the
scale of mythic catastrophe; they set a
course toward solutions; they fail the
option for inebriated fraternity,
dreamy privatism. reactionary violence. All of these magazines address
the great disturbance that is reaching
through our country. And each of
these magazines, in ways that are at.
ternatingly heartening, profoundly disturbing, and wildly. sometimes pi
versely eccentric, are telling us, 6
good and ill, about some of tin
choices that are being made, about the
sides that are now lining up.

a

From the abnormally entertaining alum
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THE KINKS
Give the People What They Want

From the dawn
of recorded
stereo, millions of
audiophiles have
turned to Shure
phono cartridges to
get the most from
their stereo
systemsand for
good reason. We
introduced the first
moving magnet
cartridge, the first truly
high fidelity low mass
stereo cartridge, and a host
of other innovations, right up
to today’s Hyperelliptical
stylus tip, Dynamic Stabilizer,
and SIDE-GUARD stylus
protection system. From the
original M3D, the first high fidelity
stereo cartridge (which is still
available) to the V15 Type IV,
Shure has been the leader in phono
cartridge technology. Our complete
phono cartridge line, with over 100
models for all applications, is by far the
widest selection offered by any phono cartridge manufacturer in the world. For more than 25 years, Shure has
been the performance, technological, and sales leader
in high fidelity phono cartridges ... and that’s why millions of audiophiles around the world have made us their
source of sound. See your Shure dealer about upgrading your system with the number one name in phono
cartridges.
rti)

Shure B o hers Inc . 222 Hart Fey Avenue. Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada. A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturer of high fidelity components.
microphones, loudspeakers,
sound systems and related circuitry

(Arista) Kink kingpin Ray Davies has
long been a nicker with a social con.
science. though his hand’s most recent
I.Ps have found his voice somewhat
muted. Give the People what rho.
want, however, is loaded with u,pical
commentary. some of it rather heavy.
handed. Davies has a lot on his mind
and he speaks it forcefully throughout
the disc
The albums sOdal OVerVieW, if not
completely despairing, is tinged with a
distinct cynicism The title track is an
ironic anthem for entertainers (including, perhaps, the Kinks??) who pander
to their audience’s worst instincts.
’Bring on the lions and men the cage:
Davies sings in his trademark sir, II
manner. Despite their bitter oven, nws,
though. Davies lyrical observations
seem n sited in moral conviction. Such
songs as "Killer’s Eyes- and "A Little
Bit of Abuse- (the latter a portrait of
battered wife) touch on themes of rc.
sponsibtlity and proper conduct pu gni.
ing fingers at the thoughtless and
selfish "Better Things." the I.Ps clu,s
ing tune, is so sticky-sweet in its optimism that it underscores the seriu,,,
ness of Davies’ writings even more
the music. Davies
And, oh yes
lyrics are so up-front that the playing
on the album may get passed over. Fun.
the most part, the Kinks’ music here is
dean-cut rock. tithing fancy hut gen
erally high quality
Still. this LP is Ray Davies’ soapbox.
and his message is loud and clear:
"Give the people what they wantand
may God have mercy on your soul
Barry Alfonso

frTHE ROLLING STONES
.1 Tattoo You
(Rolling Stones Records)The lyrics
-Hum
an old Hu wvlin. Wolf blues
many more years are you gu tin’ to dog
me around- come to mind when hs
tening to the new Rolling Stones u,pus
Tattoo ton Mick. Keel and the I,. us.
with ’heir last whi,lh.realized album
:ilmost a &cask. behind them. are still
dogging us around with pluined.in.
vactillm-paticed pilaw, like the 11C%
release.
Tattoo hni is the latest in the continuing series of dismaying post-A:rite
on Main Street albums limit’s Dead
you’, Its OWE Rock and Roll. Black
and Nut-, Emotional Rescue that
have served to remind its how spiritually dead the Stones have become in
thew declining years Oh. the fabled
Stones sound is still there. and it’s a
fooler you can sometimes he seduced
by the contorted guitar licks and the
feverish drums But on Tattoo lisa, as
on most of the other Stones releases of
the Seventies, the sound surrounds a
lyrical core full of air sort of the
rock & nil! equivalent cif glazed
donuts The bright moments on 1978ts
Some Girh look more and more like
inspired flukes with each succeeding
album.
Taurus Fruit’s fast side/slow side
strategy makes its lack of emotional
weight all the more apparent. The
rockers on side I me. with their pat
tros and familiar arrangements. Nan
by, to he rapidly subsumed in thc
mind
The ballad side is on the surface

more involi mg, da stones still know
how to set an evocative mood in a
slow piece. But once you get past the
dreamy chording and the lush
floating-ona.cloud production, you’re
left with a collection of songs that
tickle the backbone and leave the
cerebral emirs out to dry. With one
notable exception, these songs strike
one as emotional charades; listen to
them. and then to "No Expectations"
or "Musinlight Mile- or "Wild Horses , compare, and yusi II get the drill
The Stones do manage tu, rise to the
limoo Vow on the
(WCa.sion once
album closer, "Waiting on a Friend."
The song, a lament about romance
considered from a mature perspective,
is honestly and achingly sung by Jagger
and embellished with an economical
Sonny Rollins sax solo. Like the very
best Stones songs, it rings trite and
cuts deep, hut here its a sad case of
tux, little tux, late.
Chris Morris

original in our culture, rock & roll was
the creation of involuntary immigrants
from West Africa and their progeny.
Si, why, then, is Swamp Dogg such
an anomaly? A black guy who does
rock & roll not funk, not disco. not
shouldn’t he odd,
lounge music
considering the dark-hued origin of
the form. Maybe Swamp is the last
black rocker or maybe he’s the vanguard of a black rock renaissance. One
doubts he’s had time to give the subject much thought in light of the obvious deep concentration unspared on
the music and lyrics on his latest album. Soulfully sung. brilliantly arranged and written with irony, pathos
and lots of humor (all credit to the
Dogg hisself), Swamp has his heaviest
album out since the legendary ’Iota!
Destruction to tour Mind made
underground waves twelve years ago
You want protest? Try "Califiwnia Is
Drowning and I Live Down by the
River’, you want a contemporary use
song? thwv about Swamp’s duet with
blues queen Esther Phillips on "The
Love We Got Ain’t VCorth Two Dead
Hies." Vim Walli a think piece in the
ii ut’ Sold 11 tradition? lay the needle
down on -Low Friends in High
Places:. But. mostly, you want rock &
ruill and that’s what you get in virtually
every track, and most especially in the
rollicking -Wine. Women And Rock ’n
Roll. It is entirely appropriate that Swamp
I igit is the figment of the mind (and
hody I of producer/arranger/ instrumentalist/ singer/entrepreneur Jerry
W ilhi.tms, Jr. The Dogg character can
what 111, real human Call do trans, unul the swill of the commonplace
wit forge ahead in a totally iconoclasts musical mind groove. Only a Dom{
Cali do all that and get away with it.
Bob Merits

Doge thous the /hit Iris),’
All PAIRS
Playing with a Different Sex
CltAMP DOGG
im,vid.swittagOut/Fmliuyingln
Takoma hi me seems to have
u,bscured the fact that rock & roll
I were talking real rock & roll fit
-re -nut -rock,- that modern industrial
commodity as packaged by strutting
ms in hi wkey arenas) was invented
by black people Might haVe been
Ru,hen Johns, in. maybe Run ’Ail II KI
Itiockin. Tonight- Brown, could have
bi..en Louis Iiirdan, the :Willal culprit
will never be l’ound out hut keep in
mind that like virtually twerrthing else

GRATLTUL DEAD
Dead Set

(Arista) If anyone had bothered to ask
whether we really needed another
double live Grateful Dead package.
then Dead Set their latest long-winded
labor might never have seen the light
of day. That would have been too had,
because Dead Set is the album that finally proves a million Deadheads can’t
he all wrong.
Dead Set is a followup to their
two-LP all acoustic album Reckoning,
which, in turn was a followup to a
venerable tradition of interminable
guitar solos, drum pyrotechnics and
ragged vocals from live Dead to
Europe ’72 to Steal Your Face to ...hfl

- (Human) The Au Pairs, hailing from
Birmingham. England. N.
of Lon di in in the industrial midlands, play
with a whole new deck of cards In
Birmingham. unemployment runs high
and apathy seems conducive with and
encouraged by the State (expressed in
nu, uncertain terms in -Headache").
Flaring with a Different ktv is a far cry
(ruin, the band’s lirsr self-produced
single. "Kerb Crawler,- distributed by
%nigh Trade Rix, was in England and
America. Routh Trade has long been
it.
fin. advocating equal rights. The
Onthaavi tutu Imo 21)
In the blank.
The palpable difference with Dead
Set and u me that gives the effort the
distinct fed of a qualified success is
the pacing. From the umening thud of
"Samson and Delilah- to the final
wheeze of "Brokedown Palace,- the
hand is deliberately and unswervingly
somnambulant. And that ain’t had.
None of this hotheaded New Wave
flapdoodle for Jerry and the boys.
Nosiree. The Dead opt for attention in
quite another way
they’ hypnotize
you. Arid if you just give up and, gulp,
hiCe the music, it’s really kind of soothing Like an alpha wave trance or
crashing surf
little wonder thousands harken. Dead Set is music for
tom, grows’ elevators.
Davis* Soto
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one knows how far John Prine’s
storytelling might reach. At the
nu
close of an amiable interview last
year he mentioned a 6’8" brother
named Billy
"The most dangerous
Prine. He makes me look like Pat
Boone"
with a rockabilly band called
Whiplash and the Lawsuits. I believed
that ZS much 25 the story preceding it,
about a new label to be called Oh Boy
Records. "I’d just record female
Country-and-Western singers," said
Prine. "It’d be a fun way to grow old."
Tonight, following his second consecutive sold-out night at the Boxy in Los
Angeles, in walks John Prine dressed in
his usual black shirt and black sports
coat, with an extraordinarily tall, longhaired young man ambling behind. "Hi,"
says Prine. "This is my brother Billy."
If Prine’s legions of fans and supporters
had their way, the diffident Illinoisan with
memorable stories told in song would be
rich enough to start all the record companies he wanted. Prine went from mailman to recording and performing star
and magazine cover boy in an astonishing
four months. His terrifically-written
country-folk-rock songs did the trick, not
an ambitious nature. But that was ten
rocky years, two record contracts and no
gold records ago. Meantime, Prine has
evolved from a rather reluctant almoststar ("I feel like this job picked me instead of the other way around," he said
last year), to a guy laying careful plans for
success.
The Roxy show was a triumph. Usually,
Hollywood clubs are subsidized by record labels eager to showcase their acts
for press and company brass. Prine
doesn’t have a company, just his songs.
The capacity audience was so responsive,

yelling out requests and singing on their
favorite choruses that Prine had to chide
them. "You give an 8-track more chance’h
you give me." Before he could finish
thanking the audience at the end of the
set, the majority was on its feet.
’The first record will probably go gold
someday," Prine says in his resonant,
whiskeyish baritone. We’re up in his
hotel room now with classic interview
props spread on the table between us
glasses, bottles, a tape recorder and
plenty of ice. "It’s like a jazz album. Never
on the charts but it’ll probably go gold
from people wearing Out their copies and
buying new ones. It’s The Dark Side of the
Moon Syndrome." He laughs softly and
shyly. If it hasn’t made him rich yet, his
unpredictable career has at least taught
Prine the survival value of a stoic sense of
humor.
I mention that he seems more relaxed
and happy than a year ago. I had seen
him very drunk at a party and, in our
interview then, he had mentioned a possible divorce.
"That’s on account of me makin’ some
major moves. Some of ’em I can’t discuss
right now," Prine says.
Born October 10, 1946 in Maywood, Illinois, Prine is one of four sons. Around
age 14 he got a metallic blue guitar with a
white heart painted on it from Montgomery Ward and began making up songs.
Meanwhile he struggled to pass high
school, regularly flunking English and
being sent to summer sessions. He went
to work for the Post Office, spent 1966-68
as an Army inductee in Germany, married
and resumed the mailman routine for
two more years.
In 1970 a change came. Prine tried
some of his songs on Hoot Night at a club

John vine:

everyman poet
at the crossroad
BY BYRON LAURSEN

called The Fifth Peg. They clicked, and so wide open FMs," he says, "but not no
did a friendship with expert guitarist more.
Steve Goodman, author of the song "City
"People were real nice to me from the
of New Orleans." One propitious night labels," he adds (five albums were reGoodman steered Kris Kristofferson and leased on Atlantic, three on Elektra), "but
Paul Anita to a late Prine set. Both were they didn’t know what to do with me
thoroughly impressed. Anita paid to have when I gave ’em a record." Prine uses a
Prine and Gcxxlman fly to New York the pack of matches for an impromptu imita.
next day to cut a demo. "It just seemed tion of a program director checking out a
better than walking in the snow and stick- Prine 12, dropping a tonearm on random
ing mail in people’s boxes," Prine re- CUM.
flects.
"Nope. Doesn’t sound like Kenny RoFirst night in town he visited Kristoffer- gers." On to another track. "Nope.
son’s performance with Carly Simon at Doesn’t sound like Pink Floyd."
The Bitter End and was called on stage to
"And that’s FM," Prine says, himself
sing three of his songs. Jerry Wexler, big- again. "Forget about AM! But I don’t
time record producer and executive was forget about it. I want to touch the averin the audience. Almost overnight, Prine age guy on the shoulder with his car
had a contract. The first LP drew cover radio and say ’listen to me, listen to this."
versions from Bette Midler, Al Kooper,
To that end, Prine’s working privately
Bonnie Rain, even venerable bluegrass on a record now in Nashville. Several
inventor Bill Monroe. Bob Dylan joined musicians, producers and disc jockeys are
him for an on-stage jam in 1972. The LA helping with donated work and advice.
Times plastered him on the cover of its Prine’s goal is a collection of songs that
Sunday magazine the week he hit town he likes and that also stands a chance of
for a miniscule second-bill slot, three getting airplay.
days at the Troubadour.
"Cause I’ve got to like my own music,"
It didn’t add up to stardom, though. he says. "I sing it every night. Sometimes
Prine was just too unlike other radio fare it’s the only thing I can fall back on, that’ll
to crack playlists. "There used to he some catch me."
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A
US fL ST SIGHTS
BY BILL PLYMPTON

-Bill Plympton draws beautifully. perceives accurately and is mean to
his subjects to the different degrees
That’s dean -of
thcl deserve it
imdergniund,cartimmists Jules Feder’s
for Dille Sino. the hot
! !,mptini anthiihip,. which came tiut
ru Bicentennial Fever Year 19Th.
Medium Rare, a 19-8 compendium,
stirred these words from the
homonymic but lam user George
Plimpton. author .if Paper Lion and
editor ti171w Pan. ReViete "Plympton
combines artistic skill (some of his
caricatures reflect a close study of
Honore Daumieri with a lively sense
of his function as an artist commentator in these parlous times

-10

Plympton is a New Yorker whose
neighborhood is so scroungy that playing an electric guitar all afternoon at A
volume 10 doesn’t phase anybody. This "I
is a tested and proven fact. Before New
York he was an Oregonian, which
might explain how he can he both
wide-eyed and snide. Most summers
he goes back to the Clackamas River
and a swinging rope that dangles from
A tree over a wide bend in the river,
conveniently close to his parents’
home. He commuted from there to
Portland State College (now Univer,
stty) long emiugh to win a 1969 degree. Nowadays he revisits the
downtown campus to teach an occasional summertime canixming class.
Currently, Plympton anchors the
rhythm guitar slot of Ben Day and the
Zipatones, a casual band if there ever
was one, and waits for publication of
his third, as yet untitled hook. Oui,
Rolling Stone, Penthouse the New
)re* Times, Sobo Weekly News and 71)e
Village Voice are among the more say,
(icy of his publishing credits. His
melting-head Ronald Reagan is the
hest in the business.
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ON SCREEN
Time Bandits
starring John Cleese, Sean Connery, Shelley
Dirtal1 Katherine Helmond, km Holm, Michael
Patin, Ralph Richardson, Peter Vaughan, David
warner ureter: by Pahn and Terry Gilliam produced and directed by Gilliam
The fantasies of 11-year-old boys are not
my idea of captivating cinema, but Time
Bandits is not the expected saccharin
heroic wetdream; it is refreshed every few
minutes by some nasty, or at the very least
snide, remarks in true Monty Python tradition. Palin and Gilliam, of course, are well
known for their work in Python (see our
feature in this issue).
There isn’t much of a plot: six rascally
dwarves and midgets (David Rappaport,
Kenny Baker, Jack Purvis, Mike Edmonds,
Malcolm Dixon & Tiny Ross), the Time
Bandits themselves, lure a young British
schoolboy into joining them as they wander through time, dropping through time
holes" into different centuries, trying to
avoid the Supreme Being (from whom they
stole the map of time, thereby fearing his
revenge) and the Evil One (David Warner,
who, to prepare for Taking Control of the
World, feels he must learn about microchips, computers and direct digital dialing ...). John Cleese plays Robin Hood,
Holm is Napoleon, Vaughan and Helmond
are Mr. and Mrs. Ogre, while Duvall and
Palin portray a courting couple in two completely separate centuries (in Sherwood
Forest and again on the Titanic). There is
also a giant, a pig, some knights, and Sean
Connery as King Agamemnon of ancient

Fronklyti Seciles, Potters B000

& OUT THE OTHER

Never underestimate the power of (Continued from page 6)
Wretched Excess in Hollywood, past About Those
Bette Davis Eyes . . .
and present. Director Robert Aldrich has
often used that rower (in such films as The ACCORDING TO THE AMERICAN Nasal & Facial Surgery Institute, there’s an upLegend of Li-lab Clare and Who:e’er Hapswing in celebrity transformations. Not roupened to Baby Jane) but nothing he’s done
before (no, not even The Last Days of tine facelifts for aging stars, mind you, but
actual attempts to put famous features on
Sodom and Gomorrah) could prepare the
unsuspecting viewer for the new lows Al- workaday faces. For women, reports the
drich plumbs in this film. With his track re- Institute, the greatest numbers of requests
cord in the action genre (The Dirty Dozen, are for a lower lip like Brooke Shields, ears
like Bo Derek (jughandles), cheekbones
The Longest Yard), Aldrich may have
like Jane Fonda and a forehead like Farrah
seemed the perfect choice to helm this
Fawcett. Men are interested in Paul Newlatest rip-off of the Rocky formula.
Peter Falk, in a cross between John Be- man’s eyes, Robert Redfords lips, Cary
Grant’s nose, John Travolta’s cheekbones
lushi in The Blues Brothers and Ernest
and Clint Eastwood’s nostrils.
Borgnine in anything post-Many, portrays
Cash in a Flash from a Rehash
the manager of a pair of lady wrestlers
(laurene Landon and Vicki Frederick) who
Depart.
bill themselves as "The California Dolls."
But during the course of this 112-minute AS IF IN SUPPORT of Mr. Jagger’s Spent
Force Theory, an axiom which will find
film, we see much more of the inside of the
beat-up Cadillac Falk uses to transport the a place in history alongside Voodoo Ecoladies from bout to bout in town to town nomics, several remakes of early Sixties hits
than we ever do of a wrestling ring. It is are in current release. Among them are the
only at the end, when the "Dolls" are up Ronettes’ "Be My Baby," covered by Rachel
against a pair of odds-on favorites (whom ’Age of Consent" Sweet; Timi Yuro’s "Hurt"
they, of course, ultimately vanquish) that covered by Carly "How About These"
the audience gets some idea of where these Simon on her new LP of torch songs, and
women earn a living. In between, we have Tommy James and the Shondells "Mony
Falk calling the ladies "cows" and mugging Mony," covered by Billy "What’s in a
mercilessly. As for the "Dolls," newcomers Name?" Idol, former singer for Generation
Frederick and Landon are so wooden one X.
fully expects Falk at some point to reach
Down & Out in San Diego?
over, spray them with liquid Pledge, and
a
supposed
For
start polishing away.
HE’S SUPPOSED TO BE IN EUROPE, accordling to his record label, Arista. Neversports-oriented film, . All the ilarbles is all
theless, persistent Iggy Pop sightings in San
talk, no action.
Diego continue. His newest release, Party,

ncith Curradine in Sti

is climbing the charts as handily as anything
Mr. Pop ever recorded. But it takes a long
while for receipts to trickle down to the artist, so Pop is reportedly filling the gap by
sitting in with various San Diego bar hands.
Her Lucky Break
of Mork and), starring on stage in The Pirates of Penzance
in Los Angeles, was struck with ailing vocal
chords one recent night. Her understudy
was also ill. Egad! A crisis! Lo and behold,
who should be hanging out backstage (visiting her vocal coach) but Linda Ronstadt,
soon to star in the film version of the same
musical! She volunteered her services, and
when her name was announced in substitution, the very words received a standing
oration. Mark our words, this kid’ll be a big
DAWBER (Mindy

Another Belushi-Aykroyd
Update
will earn a cool $1.25 mill/ lion to star in Detroit Abe, a Bruce J.
Friedman script about a pimp and his girls.
Michael Pressman will direct the just finished Some Kind of Hero, also about a
hooker, Margot Kidder, and a Vita Nam vet,
Richard Pryor).
BELUSHI has regained all the weight
JOHN
he lost for Continental Divide (believe it
or not, he was 40 pounds heavier than he
appears in that film). He spent the summer
on the beach on Martha’s Vineyard Island,
sunning and eating ... Maybe he was depressed because Continental Divide is a
complete bust.
ANAKYROYD

.11

Greece, looking absolutely breathtaking in a
curly wig and a long red dress.
Southern Comfort
The Time Bandits themselves are the
special attraction, especially Randall (l)avid marring Keith Carradine and PowersHoothe ure
Hill 6- David
(Lppaport) the leader, -’ho has wit and ten by Michael Kane and Walter
11111
charm, a sly, interesting face and stubby lit- Gihr: directed hy
tle fingers that don’t seem to have any
knuckles. He’s 3’11", and sexy. (Kenny Sour/tern Comfbrr teaches us four important lessons:
Baker, the smallest of the Bandits at 3’8", is
1. Try not to join the Louisiana National
known to us all as R2D2; he was the invisible midget in the droid in Star Wars and Guard.
2. If you can’t avoid #1, by all means
E)npire.;
Unlike the dreary Jabberuocky, the pre- avoid going into the Louisiana swamp.
vious collaboration between Palin and Gil3. If avoidance of #1 and #2 is impassiliam, Time Bandits is a captivating, sweet, ble, do not, under any circumstances, steal a
but not entirely innocent dream. Obviously, cajun’s boat.
4. And don’t make a movie about Numthere is more to 11 -year-old schoolboys
bers 1 through 3. Not even if you’re Walter
than I ever suspected.
Hill, with some fine films behind you, like
Judith Sines
The Warriors and Hard Times Not even.
P.S. Ry Cooder’s music is perfect: haunt... All The Marbles
ing, spooky and, in the Cajun feast/dance
Nastarring Peter Falk lAtIrene landon and Vicki scene, eerily but happily infectious.
lenient-k, written by Mel Fruhrnart, directed by turally, there is no soundtrack album
Judith sims
Rohert Aldrich

"like didn’t have a Jensen, I wouldn’t be in this position."
Jensen car stereo speakers have become the most imitated in the world.
And now Jensen designs receivers, amplifiers and equalizers with the same
single minded purpose: Sound performance.
So if that’s what moves you, surround yourself
with a complete Jensen car audio system.
CAR AUDIO

JENSEN

When it’s the sound that moves you.
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Mono! Python’s Teny Gilliam, Michael Pa/in & John Cleese Join Sean Connery,
Shelley Duvall, Six Dwarves, a Kid & Many Others in

ITS
BY
Terry Gilliam has this thing about objects that plummet from the sky in the
old Monty Python’s Flying Circus TV
series, he created the giant foot that
drops willy-nilly out of the blue to obliterate any number of the troupe’s
wonderfully inane sketches; in Monty
Python and the Holy Grail it’s the
coconuts that inexplicably fall from the
heavens onto Arthurian England; and
in Life of Brian two Slinky-eyed aliens
blast their rocketship into Biblical
times just as the alleged Messiah is
hurtling to his certain death from a
castle tower.
So it comes as little surprise that
Terry Gilliam’s latest endeavor, Time
Bandits, should feature six dwarves
and midgets who literally drop out of
nowhere a kind
of dwarfus ex
macbina onto the unsuspecting
h.rids of historical figures such as King
Agamemnon, Napoleon and Robin
Hood.
"Yes," enthuses the unflagging 40ear-old Gilliam, "I think I’ve actually
made a commercial picture for once.
it s just a folly entertainment for
c,ervone to enjoy. It’s the film that

doesn’t embarrass anybody."
Commercial? A children’s story
about a half dozen weird, greedy
dwarves who flee through the Cosmos,
jump through time holes, and plunder
sundry civilizations for all the gold and
loot they can get their grubby little
mitts on? A dark, surreal, violent fantasy replete with giants, ogres and
minotaurs?
Well, Terry Gilliam the sole American member of the British Python clan
thinks so, which just goes to show
you exactly how far gone this guy
really is. Then again, he may be right.
Compared to 1975’s Jabberwocky
Gilliam’s first non-Python cinematic effort and an unmitigated box office disasterTime Bandits has all the makings of a buffo blockbuster. And unlike
Jabberuocky, which starred a couple
of Python players and a gaggle of unknown Anglo actors, Time Bandits
boasts a mighty impressive cast. Sure
there are six dwarves and an elevenyear-old child, but there are also Sean
Connery, Shelley Duvall, Katherine
Helmond (from soap), Ian Holm
(from Mew, Sir Ralph Richardson and

STEVEN X. REA

David Warner.
Tucked away in a back booth at a
Hollywood restaurant, Gilliam picks
on some veal, still somewhat awestruck that the likes of Sean Connery
and Ralph Richardson are in a picture
that he wrote (along with Pythonite
Michael Palin) and directeda picture
he dreamed up one weekend while he
was sitting in his North London studio
with nothing better to do.
"We wanted a hero and Connery’s a
hero," explains Gilliam, referring to
the Scottish actor who plays the
fatherly King Agamemnon. "In the
original script we wrote before he
actually got involved
it says,
’Agamemnon the Greek warrior pulls
his helmet off revealing himself to be
none other than Sean Connery or an
actor of cheaper but equal stature.’
Then our producer, Denis O’Brien,
said ’Well, let’s go out and get him,’
and he did."
As for Richardson, landing him was
just the result of dogged pursuit on
Gilliam’s part. "I wanted one of the
acting ’sirs’ for the part of the Supreme
Being. and Richardson is my favorite..

Shelley Duran, left
on the Titanic: the
six rascally dwarves.
top right: director
Terry Gilliam with
Katherine Helmond
and ogre Peter
Vaughan, lower
right: and heroic
king Sean Connery,
far right.

On the other hand, getting Shelley
Duvall to play the flighty Pansy was a
cinch: the tall, Texas-born actress is an
old friend of the entire Monty Python
group. Gilliam sent her a note while
she was in Malta doing Robert Altman’s
Popeye, requesting her services for a
few days’ work when she was through
being Olive Oyl. Says Duvall: "It would
have been a lot of fun shooting Time
Bandits if Terry hadn’t fallen on my
head. [adopting a stuffy, uppercrust English accent] I mean, it’s not often that
you get to do a film where the director
bloody falls on your head. He nearly
broke my neck!"
The Duvall mishap occurred during
the setup for a scene featuring one of
the dwarves’ high-velocity re-entries
this time they’re supposed to land on a
carriage transporting Duvall and
Michael Palm n (as her bumbling lover,
Vincent). "Michael and I were sitting
and talking. The dwarves were a little
worried about jumping off this 4 ft.
scaffolding and landing on us. So
we’re sitting there cross-legged in our
beautiful costumes and Terry’s telling
the dwarves ’It’s easy, it’s easy We

were not paying attention;really. Then
all of a sudden Terry decided to show
them how to jump off the scaffolding
without hurting the actors, without
hurting us, So Boom! Without warning
Terry leaps off and lands directly on
my neck. All 180 pounds of him!
[adopting her British accent again] A
brute director he was!"
While he may not really be a brute,
Gilliam will be the first to admit that
he’s a hard-working, impatient, meticulous director. Time Bandits was shot in
Morocco, London and Wales on a
gruelling 12-week schedule for the almost unheard-of small sum of $5 million. Adding to the sense of controlled
panic, Time Bandits began production
with an unfinished shooting script (the
starting date was rushed to accommodate the commitments of the likes of
Connery, Duvall et al.) which was in
turn fleshed out, altered and rewritten
as the movie rolled haplessly along.
"I was very proud of the fact that
while a lot of people were making
hugely expensive films and ended up
having very little to show for the effort,
we were making a very, very cheap
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Wm that looks like a big multi -million
dollar production.
"Everybody who worked on Time
Bandits," continues Gilliam, "has said
that it was the hardest film they’ve ever
worked on. And there were people
who worked on The Shining! But they
all enjoyed it. There wasn’t a lot of farting around. The only person who
on ihably didn’t enjoy it was Shelley
when 1 fell on her I doubt if she enwed that. Like Jabberwocky, and like the two
leature-length Python epics. Time
Bandits has its share of gruesome.
coid gore the dwarves munch on live
rats, there are bloody gladiator battles
and more than a few severed limbs.
But Gilliam, who has screened the picture for his live -year-old daughter,
di iesn’t take it seriously. "My argument
has always been that it isn’t real. Like
in Jabberwocky, with all the blciod at
the joust people hate that hut to
me it’s so over the top. it’s so extreme
dot it’s cartoon violence, its Tom and
terryAficr the band of time-travellers land
Shelley Duvall and Michael PaIM’s
heads in Sherwood Forest, they meet
up with Robin Maxi, played with foppish pomp by gangly Monty Python
member John Cleese. As they appri wit the Merry Men’s encampment,
we see an arm -wrestling bout wherein
the opponent’s arm suddenly snaps
completely off and is hurled In the
cliampion wrestler onto a huge pile of
other broken, tracked-off arms. "The
weird thing that happened with the
arm -wrestling scene," recounts Gilliam, straight-faced, "is that I wanted a
one-armed man so we didn’t have to
tiddle about when his arm comes
thing off. So one of the assistant di
rectors came up one day and said he’d
mild a gin
only had onicmi
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We worked out how to do the show,
and on the day he arrived in costume
and everythingI had asked for a guy
whose arm wa.s totally gone it was
obvious that this fellow’s arm ended at
his elbow. It wasn’t what we wanted. It
(Continued from page 161
was so embarrassing: he had come
Au Pairs avoid the record business and
specifically because he only had one
claim, uncompromisingly, that they
arm and we had to tell him he
would rather do it themselves As with
wouldn’t do. So we put him in the
most of the recent independent
background and ended up using a
groups, the Au Pairs have been tagged
two-armed actor who just had a false
arm on. But it was awful, in a funny
post punk In interviews, their strong
kind of way.
stand on feminism without role rever"Actually, in the Holy Grad the
sals and having no time for sex objects
may lean more toward commitment
knight with his arms and legs hacked
off
for the final part of that scene
than nihilism or hedonism, hut, musiwe used a one-legged man, and when
cally, they are a sexy band.
he’s just a torso that’s him as well. It’s
Lesley Woods, singer and guitarist,
sings as hard -edged and knowingly as
easier to dig a hole for one leg than
the recent voicing.; of Marianne Faithtwo," Gilliam laughs, "and cheaper as
ful!. There are no guitar leads. Paul
well."
Foad’s guitar tears in and out like Andy
Gilliam, who began his career drawing for Harvey Kurtzman’s He/p, maga- Gill from the Gang of Four. and is laid
over
a tight bass and drums (Jane
zine, and whose bizarre collages and
cartoons for Monty Python have in- Munro and Pete Hammond). The
rhythms carry a Jamaican flavor, stating
jected new life into the animation
and shifting themes, yet remaining unfield, sees Time BandliS as an attempt
predictable.
to "make my animation come to life.
This juxtaposition of danceable
That’s what was interesting about having dwarves as the lead characters, be- music and altruist lyrics (best reprecause they’re very cartoonish in pro- sented in "Armagh") has brought
many critics to label the Au Pairs a
portion hen I draw a cartoon 1 tend
to draw a large head, and the limbs "political hand." If the Au Pairs are
political, it is personal politics and
and bodies are much smaller. It’s the
concern for human rights, not just anface that’s interesting"
The Minnesota-born, Los Angeles- other sad hunch of complainers
screaming to be heard.
bred expatriate speaks with affection
Jennifer Kriegh
about his six little actors David Rappaport, Kenny Baker, Jack Purvis, Mike
Edmonds, Malcolm Dixon and Tiny
Rossreferring to them as "the gang"
Gilliam reports that after he got used
to the height differential (Kenny Baker, .1 Ghost Town EP
who plays R2D2 in the Star Wars saga,
is only 3’8"), there was no problem di- (2 Tone/Chrysalis) It’s interesting t
the #1 song in England during
recting the dwarves. "In fact, we saved
royal nuptials media circus was "Ghost
a lot of money toil, because we didn’t
have to build big tiCis. The sets look Town," a scathing indictment of got
huge because we’re down on the ernmental callousness that stands in
stark contrast to the "jolly old Eng
ground with wide-angle lenses, and
land" image epitomized by Charles
those guys are so small."
Gilliam is hoping that the advertis- and Lady Di. And how appropriate that
the song came courtesy of the Specials,
ing and marketing campaigns for Time
the band that most fully embodies the
Maniac make it 100 per cent clear that
widely divergent elements that have
-this is not the new Monty Python
characterized British music since 1976.
movie." Part of the problem with Jab
’Band" Isn’t really the appropriate
heneotin,s promotion was the "con
term for the Specials these days. It’s
tinning nightmare’. of it being sold as a
a mini-orchestra with an alvirtually
Python film, resulting in many an acid
most ridiculous arsenal of musical
Ian’s drastic disappointment.
But what about the future plans of VOiceS II, employ over supple.
reggae -derived rhythms. Just listen to
the entire Monty Python brigade,
the multitude of elements
Given all the various independent
snakecharmer organ riff for the main
his
of
a
film
doing
(Palin’s
projects
melody, horror movie soli ndtrack
own next spring, Graham Chapman’s
brass IllitifishCS. a I:011.4.11111V shifting
finalizing a picture deal, Eric idle’s
of lead vmS ils. jazzy trum
assortment
doing sons: TV and has a play opening
pet and somber tromhone solos - artin England. etc etc.) is there room kir
fully woven together in tlw sixminute
another collaborative undertaking in
"Ghost Town."
the near ’UMW’
"Why?" deals with interracial vio
"Yes,- G1111.1111 happily reports.
hence in England without any
we’re supposed to start shooting next
tine. We’ve got about sixty minutes of breathtaking new insight. Mil simple,
material written already We’ll have eloquent logic coupled with a beauti
one more writing session this year, ful reggae melody and inventice dub
arrangement is nothing to sneeze at.
and then another one in January The
as-yet untitled Monty Python project "Friday Night. Saturday Mu ruing’’
draws its specifics from
will harken hack to their TV shows,
British life hut the attention to pertiwith a lot of nonlinear episodes and
nent detail ("Wish I had lipstick on my
recurring jokes -More and 1110re we
kept saying that it would he nice to go shirt/Instead of piss -stains on my
shoes"I invoke desultory,
hack and do a sketch film that works
weekend nights spent on the town
because we didn’t really feel that And
This is 13-1/2 minutes of manch
Now for Something Completely Differ
music that makes its points with,
ent worked Also, it means more room
making
a point of it and incites ilah,
for all of us. Eric’s material and my maing as well as sober reflection on the
terial can get a hit disjointed and can
real world we live in. It’s all the more
he harder to lit into a plot framework.
reason to hope that the recurrent
"Iltimately it’s wiod to get hack II
rumors of an impending split in the
goiter and really clear the air." says
ranks aren’t true. The Spe
Specials’
downs
he
as
sincere
Gilliam, waxing
his last piece of veal in a hungry gulp. cials are tine of the premier gym ups ill
"And the Python films always seem to the nmsic world today and this town
will he even more like a ghost town
make us more money than any of our
should they throw in the towel.
Individual protects. After all, it’s greed
Don Snometee
in the end that takes over"

THE SPECIALS

In the last four years Ampersand has paid out
more than $60,000 to freelance contributors
writers, artists, and photographersand this year
wads of bucks are just waiting for more ace Ampersand contributors. This is real money, not
Monopoly paper; we pay 12a per published word,
$30 per black & white photo, more for color.
Think of it, your name in print. Your mother will
be so pleased.

Here’s how:
I. Send us a sample of your work, published or
unpublished. Very important!
2. Submit a list of story ideas that yuu are ready
and able to do. Be practical; don’t offer to interview Belushi if only we’d pick up the plane fare.
We’re most likely to use hook, concert, record
and film reviews. We’re also in the market for
qualified textbook reviews. pith .is.e,sinents of
guest lecturers tut the college col oil.. ill-beat features, and funny cartoons. You nl,6 prefer to
submit a finished "on spec" article rather than a
query; fine, hut if you want it hack -- 1 you want
anything back you must enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
3. Tell us your telephone number(s), in case we
become’ so excited by your brilliance we just
can’t wait for the mail.
4. Be brief.
5. Be neat.
6. Be literate.
If you’ve already been published in Ampersand,
you needn’t go through all this again just tell us
of any change of address. And soon. Send your
stuff to Break into the Big Time, Ampersam1 Magazine, 1680 N. Vine, Suite 900, Hollywoml, CA
90028.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ART f& DESIGN

E 0., JOURNEY. AC/DC, RUSH,
Fleetwood. Who. Santana, Cars,
Ramones. Costello. Kinks, Queen.
Cheap. Tull, Hatchet. Scorpions, Sabbath. Nugent. Aerosmith. &von. Heart,
Frarnmon, Concert Photographs
Sample/Catalog 11.00 R.N.R.. Box
113.11. (:ollegeparke, MI) 20,50. ad ti
ROCK & COUNTRY COLOR PHOTOS!
3X5s/10(10s, 150 performers, quantity
prices’ 32 page catalog/sample SI
Menu, in favorite
"Smile"
Box 15293-A
font
Chesapeake, VA 23320

BREAD & BUTTER
OFFSHORE JOBS! Latest information!
Positions, wages. companies now hiring! Send long stamped envelope to.
Offshore Guides. P 0 Box 44"6-A.
r1)2.0
Biloxi, MS 39531.

CELEBRATE!

coNGRAm.ATIoNs

to the first college graduate in the family! Best
wishes to Lisa from the family it home
102/
in LA!

Does it
JULIE & TIM IN GEORGIA
feel any different now that you’re
married? Congratulations and happy
ever after. Your loving brother and
(032)
Birthday greetings, wedding wishes,
graduation announcements, bar
Man rills. whatever Say it with affection M Celebrate! in Ampersand

HAUTE CUISINE
Gel ready for this! If you have a recipe
that you tiara to shave with Ampersand readers. send it in and 1101 print
it for free (subject to our test kitchen
staff approtol) Those of you selling
your cookbooks, however, must par
like everyone else

FOCUS & CLICK
Cameras and equipment can he
bought and sold here

FARAWAY FRIENDS
PENFR1ENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make
lasting friendships through correspondence. Send age, interests Free reply.
Harmony Box 89AMP, Brooklyn, NY
(063)
11235

CrE’rT1NG AROUND
Travel opportunities, tocations, ridesharing. apartment-swapping read
about it in Getting Around.

Rims
Per Word
(17 word min.)
Drop Cap
Bold Head
Sip;lattare
hiset
Inch Of An

2.95
1500
22.00
43.00
8500
165.00

DEADUNES
4 JanAch
S March/April
6 May/June

Dec. 10
Feb. 5
Mirth 5

FEELING GOOD

PANDORA’S BOX

VITAMINS ARE MONEYMAKERS! Great
repeat order business .. 200 natural
VitalliM supplements. Get confidential
price list. Vitamin Power Inc . Dept.
AM. SI Franklin Ave., Valley Stream,
IWO
Ni’ I I sso

Are our old Tiffiety lamps gathering
dust, Four collection of cow shaped
milk pitchers doesn’t make it in your
neu high tech ammo:era, Dump the
stuff into Pandora’s Box

Legal Highil
POTENT. REFRESHING BEVERAGE
One glass per hit. Easy to make. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 1100 and
SASE for "Liquid Lade" recipe to Ideas
Unlimited, Box 162, Skippack. PA
/024.1/
194-4
Herpes?
Oil NO. NOT MP!, Get the hare facts!
’foil can’t affiird to be uninformed.
Send 11.95 for our ink umative booklet
aiates. Box 28. Vest Palm
to. MCM
(0)12)
Beach, H. 33402
Id( as about your secret health potions, vitamin supplements and
panaceas fi,r the afflictions that get us
down in the ’Hoc

Sounds Good . . .
the quarterly record catalog/magazine featuring great record deals
starting at just S1.98: new
releases, jazz. blues and rock standards, golden oldies, punk, new
wave, collectibles and a special
Import section. Send $1.00 for the
next 3 issues to: Sounds Good,
Dept. A-460, Box C-34057. Seattle,
WA 98124.

READ ON

Magazine subscriptions

and collet
Moo, books and all literary pursue s
can be listed here

rconttnued/oon page
experience is an elementary one and
Smith’s style, despite its sardonic
lightness, could he much tighter.
Still, the vital point is made, and
with it a bit of social comment: the fact
that Rock & Roll, in its popular form,
was drawn almost entirely from black
music. and that the black musicians
who created it were never given their
due by the record companies or the
listening audience. And how the industry’s outward disdain for what it
termed "race.’ music prompted it to
respond with the shallow, formula hits
that then made it so vulnerable to dit
onslaught of British music in the Six
ties.
Susan Antoine

Deep Blues
ROBERT PALMER
Viking, 114 95

pAmer isn’t a stunning stylist. but
he’s just about the hardest work
ing writer in music journalism. In
Decp Blues which is the story of the
.Veed intrates for your Oregon pine- music first and the players closely sec
apple
plantation%
Want
to
unload
the best popular
ond he’s niade
Sell your u.wil for new) furniture and
that same plantation on some UMW- Fitiok on the sailed to date, packed
household ttems herr
lest
petting entrepretwur,
your busi- with deep research and comprehenness opportunities right here
sive, many-stranded storytelling.
The illustrator R. Crumb recently
noted an ironic fact: his portraits of
Backcountry
skiOUTWARD BOUND
early blues artists sold better than their
ing. 10-day & 21 -day courses December-April Two academic semesBEER & LIQUOR T-SHIRTS. Official records did. "The legend of these
ter courses Contact, Dept AM, 945
logos, screenprinted. More. Catalog guys," he mused, "is very appealing."
Palmer has traced their legends, and
Pennsylvania. Denver, CO 80203 003/
$1.00. First Class Products, 1868-AMP
(103)
83--0880
Altamont Avenue, Schenectady, NY styles, doggedly through the lives of
(273) such greats as Muddy Waters (Palmer’s
12303.
Education The hope of the future,
principal figure), Robert Johnson. Little
Trade schools, training books, closets,
Walter, Son House, Charley Patton and
mail-order diplomas’
Sonny Buy Williamson all the way
So you have eighty-six Joe DiMaggio back to specific tribes in Africa at the
baseball cards, and the only one lackdawn of the slave trading era.
ing to make your collection complete
Did you know, for example, that
is Bob Feller, Ste if you can get somesuch musically-related words as "dig,"
Cosmetics, health and .skin can, prodwith
you.
one
to
trade
"jive," "hip," and "cat" come to English
ucts, Dr Quackenhurg’s Snake Oil
from the Wolof tribe, which, in
Elixir that can grow hair on a billiard
medieval times, ruled all of Senegal
ball and smooth out the urinkles on
and Gambia?
a rhinoceros Step right up and get
your
hike
in
the
pages
or
Sell your car
Some of the book’s territory is famil,yours now!
of Ampersand. Maintenance manuals
iar, like the exodus of country,
and other related information also
plantation -working performers to
welcome
northern industrial opportunities,
leading to amplified Chicago blues.
RECORD EXPRESS CORP! Free catalog!
But the story has seldom been told
Fast sers ice! Low prices! Cut-outs,
with such wide -reaching scope and
picture disc, send toRecord Express, 1801 S. Lumber, Chicago, IL WITCHCRAFT! Journal (four is- balance of personal and sociological
nth wniat ion.
60616.
(123)
sues) $12.00. Witches Spelltxxdc $5.50.
Magickal days Calendar $4.50. Unique
supply catalog 12.00. Send to: Castle
Rising, Dept. A, P.O. Box 5538, Denver.
CO 80217.
(203)
Need Credit?
GET VISA, MASTER CHARGE CARD
Double, double, toil and trouble! No, (continued from page 13)
with no credit check. Guaranteed! It’s you can’t get your recipe printed here ringing with cries of "I can handle
simple. Legal. Plus other credit secrets. for free Hui you can sell your soot&
It!" is borne out by the kind of fan
Free details! Send SASE to: Inflation saying secrets, toodoo dolls and mere mail received by the cast, especially
Reports, AM -A, P.O. Box 60148, Los herbs in the Ozone.
Chartoff and Blankfield.
(133)
Angeles, CA 90060.
"I got a letter from a little boy saying he wanted to perform certain acts
involving ice cream and certain other
desserts with my body," related a
Classified Advertising Order Form
deadpan Chartoff, who offstage is a
I would like to advertise in Ampersand Please resent d space for me in the
relentless charmer with a certain linwords, totaling
issue My ad has
ishing school poise. "He said that if
/ weriel also lam O drop cap; DholiJ heal; CI signature, 0 inset, Dinch of
an, for a grand total of P
Please attach your ad copy to this blank and
certain of these acts interested me, I
tell us which section you with to run In
should write to him care of his hest
friend, because if his parents found
Name
out they’d kill him."
Outside of Chartoff, and Blanldield,
Addrets
who will star in a film to be released
next summer called Jekyll and Hyde
ZAP
Sine
City
Together Again, none of the rest of
Fridays’ cast has yet achieved the kind
(711 an interested in conning a display at Please send me your rate card
of recognition the Saturday Night
send in Ampersand Classifieds. 1680 North Vine. suite 900. Hollywood: (A 90028
members enjoyed
But Moffitt asserts his cast hasn’t

AT HOME

-HOW TO...

GET $ RICH
THREADS

TRADING POST

LOOKING GOOD

WHEELS

MUSICAL NOTES

OZONE

ODDS & ENDS

Fridays

Blues is a music of great simplicity
combined with great subtlety; a
storytelling, emotional music wherein
the same few chords are colored by
micro-variations in pitch. Deep Navy is
likewise a simple hook, with an easily
folk iwed progress of events. Yet it’s a
subtle piece of work, taxi It brings to
those appealing legends a measure of
aliveness
Byron Lawmen

Canary
11)NY COHAN
Doubleday, $3 95
Here is a paragraph from Joan Didion’s Play It As It lays:
"But the next morning when the
shower scented slow to drain she
threw up in the toilet, and after she
had stopped trembling packed the few
things she had brought to Fountain
Avenue and, in the driving rain, drove
hack to the house in Beverly Hills,
There would he plumbing anywhere
she went. Ms. Didion’s heroine, an actress
named Maria \X’yeth ("That is pronounced Marete-ah, to get it straight
at the outset"), is made nauseous by
slow plumbing; she is haunted by a recurring nightmare of her aborted
foetus blocking up drainpipes, causing
’gray water Ito bubble] up in every
sink." The paragraph, although very
powerful, is not one of the most powerful in the book, but it ends a chapter
and gives us such a convincing sensation of Maria’s anxiety that we feel a
little sick too, as we read it.
Canary, a novel which is also about
show business people and the corrupt,
pressurized lives they are believed to
live, also contains a paragraph which
closes a chapter with the intention of
giving us an image of the anxiety of
one of its characters. Here is the paragraph:
"Tears streamed down his face. He
didn’t know- how to deal with the
thoughts and feelings that pushed and
pulled at him now. He was all torn up
inside. He wondered how things had
ever gotten this far."
Canal)’ is available in hardback for
$1395- You can get a nice-looking paperback edition of Play It As It Zap for
53.95.
Gargle Owens

had enough time on the air yet. "After the first year of Saturday Night,
who did you know? Chevy Chase,
and then he left. You did not know
John Belushi, or Gilda Radner, You
Chartoff.
Melanie
DID
know
Strangely, after the first year, Chevy
didn’t have a movie, but after the
first year Blankfield is starring in his
first movie. Moffitt is worried, however, about
the midnight starting time into which
ABC has recently slotted Fridays,
which means that in most places it
doesn’t end until 1,30 am. "There
just aren’t that many people up that
late," Moffitt moaned.
But for now, college parties ring
with cries of "I can handle it!" and
the Fridays crew Is the favorite of
eight million bleary-eyed fans Can
they handle it?
Jim Seale is another in an apparerub,
endless supply offine Florida writers
now hung in kis Angeles

ter
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Introducing STEREO-MATE Portables...
Music is Now a Personal Experience!

23

WIN

Discover the Fun of Run-Around Stereo
Sound With Our Mini-Size Realisticfi
Cassette Player or AM/FM Radio

If you’re moved by music, here’s
music you can move with. And you
can listen as loud as you like, since
only you will hear it. The Realistic
STEREO-MATE Cassette Player with
the Nova-50 Micro Headset provides
hands-free entertainRealistic Nova-50 Headment while you work,
set. Less than 2.8
ounces. 50-20.000 Hz
travel, jog, ride or just
plug,
response. I.
relax. Features rewind/ foam
earcushlotts. Separately,
$21.95.
forward,
review and fast
Glide-Pathfi volume/
balance controls, full Auto-Stop and
normal-CrOrmetal tape selector.
Built-in battery recharger, plus jacks
for adding AC and DC adapters. Only
61/4 x 4 x 1 74" . Includes vinyl
carry case and shoulder strap. Personally, it’s the greatest at only $79.95.
With Micro Headset, $99.95.

Our low priced, feathery light
STEREO-MATE AM/FM Radio has a
built-in carry clip that attaches to
your pocket or belt. Team it up with
our Nova-50 Headset and get great
stereo sound that you can listen to
for hours, without fatigue. And it’s ruggedly
made to take the hard
knocks of outdoor adventures. Tune in your
favorite stations anywhere. Bu’lt-in FM AFC, LED stereo
indicator, /4" phone jack. Balance,
on/off volume controls, slide-rule
tuning dial. Only 51/4 x 3’/8 x 13/8".
Includes vinyl carry case and shoulder strap. Just $39.95. Wear it
home, complete with Micro Headset,
for $59.95.

.01

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORAT ION
Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers Batteries not included

Sr."
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When you need $65 fast,
you find out who your friends are.
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University of fici
plementation of a ph
students without Libra
weeks of the spring sen
Minor constructior
of interior furnishing
administrators from
cupancy" of the $12.
cording to Library Dire
Moving of books ai
five-story Clark Lib!
January, with a mid-Fi
The old Wahlquist Libr
through March, Pastini
A critical factor
porarily suspend libra
is the "one-year warra
takes effect when Hu
building from Dickmai
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bonu:

Approximately 98
bonus in their paychei
never see.
The bonus comes
increase all state empl
1978.

State employees di,
In a recent court d,
funds to be used as sala
Spartan Shops yob
its full-time employees
The interest payml
balance, according to E
The amount to be p
We want our emp
the interest to those er
Guttormsen, director o
The board also agi
employed by Spartan .
initiated.
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It’s the middle of the night and everyone
has an excuse. Then, finally, you get the one
person who, even though he’s not
very happy about it, will come
through. And you think, "I knew it.
Why didn’t I just call him in the
first place?"
So when the crisis is over,
he’s going to deserve something
a little special. Tonight, let
it be Lowenbrau.

Here’s to good
,981 friends.
fifT

brewed flu S A by Weer Bmwmg Company, Milwaukee, Wtsconsm

Pc
By
Constant technica
"World War 11 surplin
Program Board’s film
And it looks as tho
Complaints of flu
bad sound and projei
made to Films Ctuiirrr
work at the movies.
The films series
"Wednesday Cinema"
Johnson said tect
"since the day 1 took
He said when he fi
goal was to eliminat
proved to be "unrealis
Six out of seven pi
basis, according to Jol
malfunctions and poor
Johnson said sons
11 surplus" with no avi
Ron MacBeath,
Resources Center, sai
old, normally become!

